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This thesis discusses the relatively new phenomena of innovative digital products created 
by startup companies, who often must scale globally fast, before the volatile trends or the 
fierce competition of the digital marketspace take over. International entry itself is no longer 
the issue, but rather standing out in the crowd while balancing resources and flexibility. 
The focus is on how startups can induce global growth and tackle structural obstacles by 
means of marketing strategy. 
 
The topic was chosen because of the topicality of innovations, startups and globality, which 
are often talked about as the sources of important economic growth today and in the near 
future. The author also wished to deepen their understanding of growth strategies and en-
trepreneurship, shaping the thesis topic to its final form. The thesis does not discuss the 
marketing plan for parts other than marketing strategy, and does not specify tactics, as it 
would take away the uniqueness required of a strategy. 
 
The objective was to create a production, in this case a guidebook, based on the theoreti-
cal framework presented, aimed at beginning or aspiring startup entrepreneurs. The theo-
retical framework consists of issues related to the digital environment, global customers, 
innovation diffusion, and marketing strategy. 
 
The guidebook was realized using Microsoft Office Word 2016, and its production took 
place from the spring of 2017 until the fall of the same year. The production is a cohesive 
entity offering standpoints and guidelines to crafting a growth-oriented marketing strategy 
when dealing with digital innovations. 
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1 Introduction 
Consumer interest in the growing number of innovative physical and digital products has 
increased notably, thanks to the ability to access and compare products through interac-
tive platforms in particular. The new interactions and demand, along with advancements 
of customer data processing, have brought about a number of businesses who develop 
new products, business models, and personalised offers with cost-efficiency and speed. 
(OECD 2015, 144-145.) Combined with the ability of digital products to cross geographical 
and economic boundaries within seconds, international entry in itself is not an issue. The 
challenge lies in standing out among the increasing number of products and competitors, 
reaching the right people with the right proposals, and finding the balance between re-
source allocation and flexibility. 
 
Innovative products and startups pose opportunities not only for entrepreneurs and inves-
tors, but for economies at large. New products act as stimuli that spurs economic growth 
of greater magnitude than changes in the prices of existing goods. (OECD 2015, 17; Trott 
2012, 6-7.) In an age, where on one hand globalization and technology revolutionize indi-
viduals’ lives and global systems, and on the other, increase uncertainty over the future 
and sentiments of protectionism, export and trade-dependent countries with small domes-
tic markets must strive to find ways to thrive in the global markets. As the hopes of such 
countries’ future shift from large, established and traditionally expanding companies to in-
novative startups, it is necessary for the latter to have the keys to creating a strategy that 
maximises chances of both short- and long-term success. 
 
1.1 Background 
The idea for the thesis arose from the author’s studies in the field of international business 
and personal interest in startup business models and global innovations. The strategic 
point of view was chosen in order to deepen the author’s existing knowledge of strategy 
planning and strategy analysis. The thesis process’ objective was to increase the author’s 
professional understanding and toolsets in the fields of innovation and entrepreneurship. 
Knowing how to manage a global startup business is something that is likely to be valua-
ble in the increasingly startup-driven economy of today. 
 
The ideation of the topic began around the concepts of growth and competition strategies 
in startups, and the original plan was to conduct a qualitative research. However, guided 
by the will to focus on information useful for most businesses and entrepreneurs and on 
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the authors’ specific area of interest, the thesis’ focus shifted from research to producing a 
guidebook by combining and applying theoretical concepts into a more approachable and 
streamlined format. The task of producing a guidebook offered a challenge that called for 
creative and critical thinking alike. The rationale behind focusing on marketing strategy is 
that it largely addresses factors that influence growth, as well as the relative viability of ar-
guments and suggestions in practice without taking away the intrinsic uniqueness and 
context-boundness of strategies. 
 
1.2 Objectives and task setting 
The objective of the thesis is to use a mix of theoretical information in order to create pro-
posals and suggestions with novelty value. The thesis follows a product-oriented model, 
so a guidebook is produced as the outcome. The guidebook is meant for digital startups 
entrepreneurs or aspiring entrepreneurs, who are in the process of planning, fixing or as-
sessing their global marketing strategies. The main objective is to introduce and suggest 
practices that enable maximum efficiency of the strategy in multiple different markets with 
only the optimal, minimal change requirements. The guidebook is built based on theories, 
models and analyses on the fields of innovation, digital products, global environments and 
international marketing. 
 
The questions that the thesis looks into and seeks to answer to are the following: 
 
− How and why does marketing strategy affect the growth of innovative prod-
ucts and organizations? 
− Which factors must be taken into account in the marketing strategy of inno-
vative digital products and what are the drivers of success? 
− What is the optimal marketing mix for the first few years, in terms of re-
source allocation and reaching growth objectives? 
− How can startups’ limited marketing resources be used to maximum effi-
ciency globally, as in to what degree can the strategy be the same across 
the global market and which factors should adaptation measures target? 
 
While the questions guide the process, the core objective is to create a guidebook that 
comprehensively demonstrates the best practices to follow in order to create and execute 
a global marketing strategy that minimizes risk of failure due to poor marketing perspec-
tive within the company. 
 
The guidebook aims to be adequately fit for its proposed purpose so that it answers to the 
questions posed. It should be accurate with up-to-date information as of the time of its cre-
ation, and reliable in its claims and proposals. The author aims to secure these objectives 
during the process with critical assessment of the sources used and of the assumptions 
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made. The production should be of good quality and comprehensible so that it could real-
istically be used by the target audience. The author’s personal goal is to deepen the un-
derstanding of the subject matter and improve their time management and personal lead-
ership skills. The objectives are evaluated through self-assessment at the end of the the-
sis process. 
 
1.3 Delimitation 
The adopted point of view is that of startups with limited marketing experience and re-
sources, so the production is not applicable to large or established companies. The focus 
is on business-to-consumer products, so business-to-business products are not dis-
cussed. The thesis will not look into the parts of the marketing plan other than the market-
ing strategy section. The guidebook does not cover action program creation and specific 
tactics. While critical to a successful marketing strategy, the market research and seg-
mentation section is limited to instructive principles, due to market information outdating 
too quickly to be beneficial in the guidebook for long-term, the individual nature of each 
business’ customer profiles, and to limit the thesis to a reasonable length. 
 
Throughout the theories covered, the author attempts to keep the standpoint of global, in-
novative digital products and markets – meaning that not all theoretical possibilities and 
factors pertaining to global marketing or marketing strategy are discussed. These include 
aspects that only concern physical products, and so the final production is not suitable to 
be applied to non-digital products and business models. For a similar reason, market entry 
strategies won’t be discussed in detail, for they do not pertain to the definition of marketing 
strategy used as the basis of the thesis. Later-stage strategies are also left to lesser in-
spection due to the thesis’ focus on the products’ introductory marketing and successful 
market penetration. 
 
1.4 Key concepts and structure 
Kotler & Armstrong (2016, 29) define marketing as “the process by which companies cre-
ate value for customers and build strong customer relationships in order to capture value 
from customers in return”. Moore (2014, 35-37) further defines marketing as the actions 
taken to create, grow, maintain and defend markets; entities consisting of actual and po-
tential customers of a product, who have similar needs or wants, and who reference each 
other when making consumption decisions. The latter is emphasized by Moore, which the 
author says distinguishes a market from a category. In this thesis, the self-referencing as-
pect of a market is contained in the concept of a market segment. Niche refers to a highly 
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specific market segment. Strategy in itself is an action plan meant to achieve a desired 
outcome. Marketing strategy is the logic by which businesses hope to create customer 
value and build relationships. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 81; 78.) The term growth refers to 
the increase in the markers of company success, with the focus of the thesis being on 
market penetration. Globalisation refers to the trend of companies performing activities in 
“most countries and regions of the world”, as defined by Hollensen (2017, 19). 
 
The definition of digital is that which is of, relates to, or is data in the form of binary digits 
(Merriam-Webster 2017a). The term digital product is used throughout the thesis in refer-
ence to goods, services, ideas and platforms that either exist purely in a digital form, or 
are distributed or mediated only through a digital channel, such as mobile applications, 
downloadable or cloud-based software, web pages or portals, and their content. The con-
cept is tied with the term digital business, which means that the company is built around 
the digital product with no manufacturing of physical core products. The word content is 
also used throughout this thesis, meaning “principal substance, such as written matter, il-
lustrations, or music, provided online” (Merriam-Webster, 2017b). 
 
The term startup refers to newly founded business ventures. Startup often relates to the 
technology sector, including digital businesses, as well as growth-seeking innovative prod-
ucts and markets, making it appropriate for the purposes of this thesis. The major differ-
ence between a startup organization and a business enterprise is that while the latter de-
vises and executes a business model, the former is in the phase of looking for one. Thus, 
being a startup is a temporary state until a repeatable and scalable business model is 
found, and the organization may be considered a full-fledged company. Startups aim to 
get customer feedback as soon as possible and form their growth through agile re-
sponses. (Blank 2016.) Innovation is the commercial and practical application of an inven-
tion or idea. It is an outcome of the combination of theoretical conception, technical inven-
tion and commercial exploitation of a new product. “New” does not always mean objective 
newness, but rather appearing new and different from the point of view of human behav-
iour. (Trott 2012, 15.) 
 
The thesis follows the structural thesis model of Haaga-Helia. Following Chapter 1, which 
introduces the background and objectives of the thesis and defines the topic, delimitation, 
and concepts, is Chapter 2, which covers the theoretical framework. It begins by discuss-
ing the concept of strategic agility, and then proceeds to an overview of the digital environ-
ment in Ch. 2.1 and its market forces in Ch. 2.2, and how they must be addressed in the 
strategy. Topics are introduced in the order of a typical marketing strategy plan, starting 
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with the strategic goals and objectives in Ch 2.3. Next, the framework delves into market 
segmentation and targeting in Ch. 2.4, and positioning and differentiation, as well as value 
propositions and brand character in Ch. 2.5. Ch. 2.6 introduces the elements of the mar-
keting mix, the degree of adaptation of which Ch. 2.7 addresses, before moving on to ana-
lyse each element in more depth with Ch. 2.8 focusing on the product, innovation attrib-
utes, adoption and diffusion, and the concept of tipping point. Ch. 2.9 covers matters re-
lated to the pricing and revenue models of digital products, Ch. 2.10 discusses the distri-
bution and channel strategy, and Ch. 2.11 talks about the fourth and final aspect, promo-
tion and communications. 
 
Ch. 3 focuses on the production of the guidebook, beginning with the description of the 
planning stages before moving on to Ch. 3.1, which explains the methodology and reflects 
on the end result, while Ch. 3.2 lays out the production plan and schedule. Ch. 4 is dedi-
cated to the discussion, beginning with important findings and moving on to Ch. 4.1, which 
provides an evaluation of the production. In Ch. 4.2 the author proposes suggestions for 
future development, and finally wraps up with a discussion of the learning experience in 
Ch. 4.3. The final production is attached at the end of the thesis as Appendix 2.  
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2 Global marketing strategy for digital innovations 
In the digital environment, the traditional history-based and slow strategy processes within 
businesses are becoming increasingly ineffective and even harmful. Companies are re-
quired to be strategically agile: link strategic thinking and executive actions, find success 
through trial and error, and base decisions on insight, experience and learning. Studies 
conducted on successful large global companies have shown that agile strategy consists 
of strategic sensitivity, collective commitment, and resource fluidity, as shown in Figure 1. 
(Hämäläinen 2016, 189-192.) 
 
 
Figure 1. Components of strategic agility. Adapted from Hämäläinen (2016, 189-192). 
 
Strategic sensitivity refers to the cognitive ability to carefully observe and interpret 
changes in the environment, which requires the company to be in constant dialogue with 
the surrounding world and capable of honest self-reflection. Strategic sensitivity is chal-
lenged by the excess of information available through digital means: not all data is strate-
gically useful, and it is often represented in a way that can mask the whole. Thus, compa-
nies themselves should avoid the creation of excess and focus on the relevant. Collective 
commitment relates to the top management's ability to act coherently and make bold, de-
termined decisions, while resource fluidity allows the company to make changes in the 
business model and redirect resources within a short timeline. (Hämäläinen 2016, 189-
192.) 
 
2.1 The online environment  
The internet and the technological and infrastructural advancements associated with it 
make digital business activities markedly different from traditional operations. There are 
eight distinct characteristics (Figure 2.), the first being ubiquity – the shift from physical 
marketplaces to a marketspace that exists beyond any temporal and geographic location. 
Ubiquity reduces both cognitive efforts and actual costs of transactions and tasks, but also 
allows global reach across physical and cultural boundaries in a cost-effective way. In the-
oretical terms, the market size of an online company could be approximately the number 
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of the world’s internet users, as opposed to traditional companies with local or regional 
reach. The internet technology is the same across the globe, which brings about universal 
standards, which lower companies’ market entry costs and customers’ search costs, and 
aid and enhance price discovery. All actors experience network externalities – benefits 
born from an increasing number of people using the same technology. (Laudon 2017, 52-
54.) 
 
 
Figure 2. Eight Unique Features of Online Technology. Adapted from Laudon (2017, 53). 
 
Richness, the complexity and content of messages, is increasing due to developments in 
technology and features like interactivity and personalization. As online goods can finally 
offer customer service and experiences similar to traditional businesses, the possible 
complexity of products increases. Interactivity, or two-way communication between busi-
nesses and consumers and among consumers creates conversation and engagement. 
Advancing technologies reduce costs of collection, storage and processing of information 
while producing it at higher qualities. Simultaneously price and cost transparencies in-
crease, making consumers more educated on products’ price compositions. Thanks to in-
formation and interactivity, products and messages can be personalized or customized to 
offer most suitable features to different consumers. The user-generated content and social 
activities characteristic to modern internet create new business opportunities as well as 
provide new many-to-many mass communication and networks. (Laudon 2017, 54-56.) 
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Kotler, Kartajaya & Setiawan (2017b, 22-25) discuss the paradoxes that digitality and con-
nectivity bring about (Figure 3). First is the phenomenon offline and online worlds are con-
verging and coexisting, without the former replacing the latter as once believed. The sec-
ond paradox is about the informed customer versus the distracted customer. Consumers’ 
purchase decisions are influenced by marketing communications, opinions of friends and 
family, as well as their personal experience-based information about brands. But connec-
tivity and the massive amounts of information available create distractions, making deci-
sions challenging. The ‘wisdom of the crowd’ phenomenon is further driven by low trust in 
advertising and individuals’ limited time for research. Essentially, marketers are fighting for 
the scarce customer attention. (Kotler et al. 2017b, 25-26.) 
 
The third and final paradox is negative advocacy versus positive advocacy. Advocacy is 
typically measured with the Net Promoter Score (NPS), which asks how likely the con-
sumer is to recommend the brand or product. The cynics are then subtracted from the 
promoters to gain the final score. The calculation may leave significant insights unnoticed, 
because negative reactions from others may cause positive advocacy in others, which is 
common when the brand clearly pursues a target segment. Negative advocacy can, there-
fore, induce spontaneous advocacy and conversation which is otherwise difficult to in-
duce. Many brands have a fair number of so-called “haters” to complement the high num-
ber of fans. (Kotler et al. 2017b, 26-28.) Companies should actively measure and respond 
to customer satisfaction levels to capture value, not for the metric itself, but to discover 
what drives the scores given and how they may be actionable. (Debruyne 2014, 59.) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The paradoxes of digitality and connectivity. (Kotler et al. 2017b, 22-28.) 
Online 
Interactivity
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2.2 The market forces 
The structural factors of a market that affect companies’ performance are expressed in Mi-
chael Porter’s five forces model. They are competitors, suppliers, buyers, substitutes and 
new entrants (Hollensen 2017, 114). Evans (2017) has adapted the five forces model spe-
cifically for the digital environment, and his model conforms to the concepts of digital envi-
ronment and platform ecosystems presented in chapters 2.1. and 2.10. The competitive 
forces are intensive, for barriers of entry and exit are very low and new entrants need min-
imal capital, physical assets or infrastructure, and may gain large economies of scale. The 
threat of substitutes is great due to low switching costs for the consumer, and depending 
on the market, suppliers can either accelerate or slow down adoption within the markets. 
Perhaps most notably, the internet gives buyers a whole new degree of bargaining power: 
by having instant access to information and social media insights, such as reviews and 
feedback, consumers have new expectations. 
 
As collaborative advantages within markets are more and more important, the five 
sources model draws attention to finding a balance between competitive and collaborative 
strategies on the five levels and blending them in a reinforcing manner, to optimize the 
firm’s position based on both collaborative and competitive advantage. Companies can 
create horizontal collaborations with the competitors who produce closely related products 
at the same production stage. Vertical collaborations are formed with suppliers of services 
or components. Buyer relationships become collaborative as well, as opposed to being 
simply transactional. Selective partnering arrangements are made with lead customers 
and certain channels. Alliances may be formed with substitute producers to diversify and 
extend activities, and new entrants may be formed alliances with if blurring of industry or 
sector borders can be seen, or new technological breakthroughs create cross-industry op-
portunities. (Hollensen 2017, 114; 117-118.) 
 
The power customers have obtained through the availability of information has greatly in-
creased the level of engagement they expect from companies, to the point that successful 
innovations not only cater to true consumer demands, but are created and developed in 
constant dialogue with them. Companies must constantly be on the lookout for market sig-
nals both within and outside their markets; and act on the insights with ready mecha-
nisms. Research and development (R&D) processes are opened up to external players, to 
reap mutual benefits over shared knowledge and capabilities. (Debruyne 2014, 5-8; 14-
15.) 
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The five forces model, the five sources model and Evans’ accounts and their relationship 
are summarized in Table 1. Further still, Kotler et al. (2017b, 11) argue that keeping track 
of competitors is becoming increasingly difficult due to industry lines becoming blurred. 
Therefore, considering the difficulty of assessing competition, a global launch can protect 
innovative companies and their intellectual property from competition, as it prevents local 
companies from establishing their own versions of the product before the original arrives 
to the market (McKinsey Global Institute 2016, 94). 
 
Table 1. The five forces and the corresponding five sources. (Hollensen 2017, 118; Evans 
2017.) 
Porter’s five forces Digital environment The five sources 
Competitors Intensive competition, large 
economies of scale 
Horizontal collaborations 
Suppliers Control over adoption Vertical collaborations 
Buyers High bargaining power Lead user and channel col-
laborations 
Substitutes Low-cost switch Alliances for diversification 
New entrants Nearly non-existent barriers Alliances for new cross-indus-
try prospects 
 
2.3 Strategic goals and objectives 
Marketing goals and objectives guide strategy-building and decision-making. Goals define 
the more general, long-term desired results, while objectives are markers with specific key 
performance indicators (KPIs) and timeframes. Prioritization of goals can influence staff 
perception of the company vision, and make decisions related to allocation of resources 
clearer. Ideally objectives aim for both high efficiency and effectiveness; the minimization 
of resources and time, and delivering on the objectives through the right activities and 
strategies. A general guideline for setting strategic objectives is the “SMART” model: 
make them specific, measurable, actionable, relevant and time-related. Objectives should 
be detailed enough to measure actual problems or opportunities, have an attribute that 
can be used to create a metric, allow the use of information to improve performance and 
resolve the specific problem, and relate to a timeframe. (Chaffey 2015, 209-210.) Market-
ing-related objectives can range from key customer relationship management to brand 
awareness. For most companies, it's important to set objectives for customer acquisition, 
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retention, and satisfaction. Financial objectives include profitability, breakeven, and reve-
nue by product or channel. Additionally, companies can have societal objectives such as 
community involvement or issue awareness. (Wood 2014, 87-88.) 
 
Since marketing objectives must be quantifiable and concern products and markets only, 
the objectives can be directly related to the Ansoff matrix, which separates four growth 
strategies based on the product’s newness and whether it is targeted at existing or new 
markets. (Figure 4.) The only possible objectives in each category, according to McDonald 
(2017, 118-120), are sales revenue, sales volume, market share, market and channel 
penetration (percentage), and profit. In addition, he argues that since all companies by 
definition function in the first category (selling existing products in existing markets), it 
should be the core focus – if the product can be successful in its existing markets by 
reaching its objectives, venturing into the other, more risky categories is not needed. 
When it comes to startups, the proposition is supported by the suggestions that innovative 
companies should not introduce brand extensions early on (Ind 2016, 140-143), that tar-
geting a specific market is the best strategy to reach most likely customers (Kotler & Arm-
strong 2016, 232-237), and that branching off to new markets with new products would be 
beside the point for beginning businesses. 
 
Figure 4. The Ansoff matrix. Adapted from McDonald (2017, 120). 
 
The Innovation Ambition matrix (Figure 5), an adapted version of the Ansoff matrix, pro-
poses an incremental strategy that recognizes the various degrees of "newness". It begins 
with the "core innovation initiatives", largely relying on market penetration logic. Later on, 
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the company may add products and assets as it simultaneously enters adjacent markets, 
serving adjacent customers. In the other far end, the company may develop completely 
new products and assets that target new markets and needs, becoming "transformational" 
in its growth strategy. (Nagji & Tuff, 31 May 2012.) The model showcases the fluid strat-
egy embodied by many modern successes and their growth, allowing for long-lasting suc-
cess better than the distinctly separate market and product decisions. McDonald's recom-
mendation of a continuous market penetration strategy is perhaps a matter of a loose defi-
nition of product or market "newness". Therefore, interpreted strictly, it's largely suitable 
for the first phases of startup growth strategy, but questionable in its long-term viability. 
 
 
Figure 5. The innovation ambition matrix. Adapted from Nagji & Tuff (31 May 2012). 
 
2.4 Segmentation and targeting 
In segmentation, heterogeneous markets are separated into smaller homogenous groups 
with similar needs and wants. Common bases for segmentation are geographic, demo-
graphic, psychographic and behavioural. Segmenting global markets poses challenges 
due to the variations in the economic, cultural and political composition of even geograph-
ically close countries. Thus, the use of geography alone as a segmentation criterion can 
be misleading. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 222-223; 231.) Debruyne (2014, 120) recom-
mends segmenting the end-markets by their different behaviour and perceived value of 
Use existing prod-
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features for their particular need. Modern communication technologies and internet ac-
cess connect consumers worldwide and create distinct segments of like-minded consum-
ers across the world. Styles, tastes, and products easily converge as a result of global ho-
mogenization of the marketspace. Cross-market segmentation addresses the phenom-
ena; forming global segments with similar needs and buying behaviours. (Strauss & Frost 
2012, 89.) Such segments, for example the homogenous youth culture market, can be ap-
proached globally with a relatively similar marketing strategy (Daniels 2015, 499). 
 
However, a degree of geographic segmentation in digital companies is often driven by 
their distribution channel strategy and their ability to offer customer service to various ar-
eas. According to Strauss & Frost (2012, 91, 89), viable areas have at least a 50 % inter-
net penetration rate, as it indicates internet savviness. While some of the most attractive 
markets can be entire countries or regions, specific cities and other urban areas should be 
evaluated as well, to not limit attractive possibilities. Over time, the countries with the larg-
est populations will also have the largest number of internet users, yet market opportunity 
should not be evaluated in terms of absolute numbers, but in terms of current market con-
ditions and environment.  
 
Targeting begins by evaluating the segments and looking at three elements in particular: 
segment size and growth, its structural attractiveness, and the company objectives and 
resources. Size and growth are not indicative of the largest and fastest-growing segment, 
but relate to the size and abilities of the company and the competitiveness of the segment. 
Structural factors affect long-term attractiveness of the segment and again include the 
fierceness of competition, potential of new entrants, existence of substitute products that 
may limit the profitability of the segment and the bargaining powers of the buyers and the 
suppliers. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 232-237.) 
 
Startups are likely to be most successful targeting a single customer segment first, and 
exceling in providing value for the segment, as targeting is required to make the offering 
attractive for customers and differentiating marketing efforts for several segments requires 
adequate resources. Furthermore, focusing on a large share of a smaller niche or seg-
ment is recommended, for achieving a strong market position is possible when the firm 
has specific knowledge of consumer needs in the niche and gains a reputation in ex-
change. By fine-tuning the marketing strategy, it becomes more effective, and by targeting 
those it can serve the best, it becomes more efficient. The concentrated strategy is espe-
cially suitable for companies with limited resources and it helps to avoid competition and 
reach profitability. The downside of targeting only one or few niche markets is the risk 
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faced if the segment loses its appeal, for example by becoming competitive. (Kotler & 
Armstrong 2016, 232-237.) The notion thus supports the strategy of eventual expansion 
into adjacent markets with adjacent products, presented in chapter 2.3. 
 
It’s important to note the changed character of consumers in the digital world. Segmenta-
tion and targeting as terms suggest vertical relationships and decisions being made with-
out the customer’s consent. Being considered a “target” can feel intruding or even inaccu-
rate to many customers, which also makes them unreceptive to one-way communications. 
To highlight the role of the consumers themselves, the concept of a “segment” may be re-
placed with that of a “community”. Communities are self-formed and self-defined by the 
consumers, and immune to irrelevant brands. The use of segmentation, targeting, and po-
sitioning is still viable, as long as they’re conducted with transparency. (Kotler et al. 
2017b, 47-48.) 
 
2.5 Positioning and differentiation 
Positioning (Figure 6) is the way the consumers define and see the product based on its 
key attributes relative to competing products. It’s a complex set of perceptions, impres-
sions and feelings in the minds of consumers. Still, companies must devise their ideal po-
sitioning and design the marketing mix accordingly. Positioning must address the needs 
and wants of target markets and differentiate enough from those with similar positioning. 
The company should identify a set of differentiating competitive advantages; choose the 
right ones to build upon; and select an overall positioning strategy. The chosen position 
must be successfully communicated and delivered. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 238-241.) 
Ideally, positioning is similar in the minds of customers everywhere, so the company can 
meet the shared expectations of global consumers (De Mooij 2010, 282). 
 
 
Figure 6. Steps to positioning and differentiation. Adapted from Kotler & Armstrong (2016, 
238-241). 
 
In the digital age, the concept of positioning is becoming outdated due to companies hav-
ing less and less control over the way consumers perceive them. The so-called clarifica-
tion is more horizontal by including multidimensional messages; more inclusive by produc-
ing customer-oriented content over company-oriented content; and more social due to 
Identify 
competitive 
advantages
Choose strategic 
competitive 
advantages
Select overall 
positioning
Communicate 
and deliver
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multi-way communication. In practice, taglines and powerful single images are replaced 
with stories and illustrations related to the company that do not impose meanings on con-
sumers. Content becomes less about the company’s interests and more about providing 
the customers free material, useful information and entertainment value. Discussion 
amongst consumers has made the opinions of existing customers all the more important, 
which is why providing positive experiences and added value has become central. (Kotler, 
Kartajaya & Den Huan 2017a, 128-129; 131-133.) 
 
Value and the points of differentiation can be found in the complete customer journey and 
experience, from all customer touch points with the company to the emotions they feel, 
and the expectations they have regarding the product (Strauss & Frost, 2012, 226). The 
points of differentiation can be based on the product itself, service, channels, people or 
brand image (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 241-243). Companies should strive out of product-
centric thinking and focus on solutions, such as recognizing disconnects and risks in the 
complete customer journey. Additionally, by focusing on what the customers are actually 
trying to accomplish, and not on what they’re doing, recognizing relevant dimensions be-
comes easier. For many innovations, the innovative value lies exactly in the newfound im-
provements. (Debruyne 2014, 105-117.) 
 
Like positioning is becoming more like clarification, differentiation is becoming more like 
codification, referring to the so-called brand DNA. Driving codification is the “authentic 
uniqueness” of a company that extends beyond the marketing department, through brand 
internalization across the company. What consumers seek in companies are experiences 
that feel authentic and include human genuineness, even in the midst of machines and 
technology, and greater social responsibility. Codification can only be successful if the 
company and all the stakeholders are seriously committed and consistent, so that each 
employee represents the brand authentically. The commitment establishes the unique-
ness that competitors cannot replicate, hence the differentiation. (Kotler et al. 2017a, 141; 
144.) 
 
2.5.1 Value proposition 
The core of marketing lies in understanding and creating value for the customer. From the 
customer's point of view, the value proposition of a company lies in its differentiation and 
branding. Product differentiation is easy to achieve through modern technology, so it is vi-
tal to focus on customer relations as a point of differentiation instead. This means involv-
ing an emotional contribution to the value proposition of a company, for example trust, risk 
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reduction or a "feel-good factor". It is often difficult to quantify in monetary terms in com-
parison to the other three potential factors of a value proposition, which are cost reduction, 
cost avoidance and added value through improved productivity or the like. Still, the value 
proposition should be distinctive, as in superior to others', and sustainable in a significant 
way. The value is created by the perceived benefits outweighing the perceived costs. 
(McDonald 2017, 36-41.)  
 
Even the most similar offers can be differentiated through company or brand image differ-
entiation, which requires creativity and deep commitment, as discussed with the concept 
of codification in chapter 2.6. The product offer must be distinguished from its competitors 
with additional attached values, so that customers will not drift towards alternatives. Suc-
cessful brands manage to build trust, have a perfect trade-off between price and quality, 
and are consistent in their superior value offering. Companies should strive to avoid “value 
presumptions” and differentiating on the smallest differences; and build on what truly mat-
ters to the customers (Debruyne 2014, 56). 
 
2.5.2 Branding and character thinking 
Kotler et al. (2017a, 156-159), who focus on the changed nature of marketing concepts in 
the digital environment, suggest going from “brand” thinking to “character” thinking. The 
socially empowered and institution-averse global consumer base is looking for human 
traits in companies, calling for customer empathy among other things. Basically, a com-
pany needs to be like a human among other humans, not like an institution. The authors 
outline six aspects of building a character brand: physicality, intellectuality, emotionality, 
sociability, personability, and moral ability. The keys to success are combining offline and 
online channels, converging style with substance, and using machine-to-machine (M2M) 
mechanisms to create human-to-human (H2H) emotional relationships. The model, 
demonstrated in Figure 7, draws from theories of leadership, for leaders are characters 
who are able to spread influence horizontally. 
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Figure 7. The brand character. Adapted from Kotler et al. (2017a, 160). 
 
Physicality creates the first impression of anything, so that a brand “looks” good is essen-
tial, but all the while representing its other characteristics. For example, a youthful brand 
should visibly express the youthful characteristics in its entire physical evidence. Brand in-
tellectuality means being as dynamic as the surrounding environment, adapting to and 
adopting the changing trend opportunities. Companies capable of rapid innovation per-
form well intellectually, and brands who also display emotionality provide personal 
touches to their customers and highlight emotional benefits. Emotionality is closely tied to 
storytelling marketing, which can connect customers better than data and rationality when 
used correctly. (Kotler et al. 2017a, 160-161.) 
 
Sociability is expressed in encouraging customers to connect amongst themselves, form-
ing communities and sharing platforms both offline and online. Such sharing has major 
significance for driving brand advocacy and reinforcement. Personability is inherent in 
having a brand mission, one that extends to caring for the planet and people. Such per-
sonability often attracts loyal customers, however, moral ability is highly important to build 
long-term trust. It means responsibly protecting customer rights and holding on to the 
brand’s integrity, and it is highly related to the handling of negative and risky situations in 
an appropriate way. (Kotler et al. 2017a, 160-162.) 
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2.6 Marketing mix 
The original marketing mix model known as the Four Ps is one of the most commonly 
known and used marketing strategy models. The name comes from its four areas of fo-
cus: product, price, place and promotion. The term “product” applies to service products in 
addition to physical products. The concept has been developed into the Four Cs: cus-
tomer solution, customer cost, convenience and communication, to best capture the cus-
tomer’s point of view. The product and customer solution strategies define the offering and 
product features, while price and customer cost strategies on focus on adjusting the price 
to customer’s estimation of the value while remaining competitive and profitable. Place 
and convenience strategies answer to how and where the product meets the customer, 
and promotion and communication strategies entail the activities that inform and persuade 
consumers to buy the product. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 78-79.) 
 
The four “C” elements have been even further developed by Kotler et al. (2017b, 50-51) to 
highlight customer participation in the digital world. Customer solution is replaced with co-
creation, which alludes to product development strategies that involve customers and their 
insights already in the ideation stage. Co-creation can also create value propositions 
greater than ever before by allowing customers to personalize and customize products 
and services to their needs and wants. Customer cost becomes currency, reflecting the 
fluctuations dependent on market demand that are seen in digital pricing. Many industries 
and companies utilize dynamic pricing mechanics that charge different customers differ-
ently based on massive data amounts and data analytics. Communal activation, replacing 
convenience, shifts the focus to peer-to-peer distribution, the so-called sharing economy. 
Products or services are provided by other customers, while companies provide the ac-
cess. Finally, and perhaps most notably in all industries, communication has become 
more complex and multi-way, making it appropriate to call it conversation. Additionally, 
peer-to-peer conversation and its effects can be seen in the prominence of rating plat-
forms, among other effects. 
 
An extended model of the 4Ps model also includes the aspects of people, process, and 
physical evidence, referring to the evaluation of personnel, service experience, and tangi-
ble elements of services, respectively. (Oxford University Press, 2017.) Kotler et al. 
(2017b, 52) highlight the role of services in digital markets, and refer to them as collabora-
tive customer care. Companies listen, respond, and follow through, following terms dic-
tated mutually with the customers, and so exhibit genuine concern for them. Personnel 
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are released from strict guidelines and instead collaborate with the customers, and cus-
tomers are invited to make use of self-service means. 
 
2.7 Standardisation vs. adaptation 
Marketing is critically important for companies looking for customers abroad, for it is the 
main way of reaching and interacting with them (Daniels 2015, 498). The implication of 
global marketing is that the company takes into account the similarities and differences 
between markets in its strategy. (Hollensen 2017, 21.) In fully standardized global market-
ing the company uses the same strategic approach and marketing mix in different mar-
kets, while in adapted global marketing it adjusts the strategy and elements to each target 
area. Adapted marketing can increase market share and engagement, but it requires 
more resources. (Kotler & Armstrong 2016, 607.) Adaptation can be applied to one or all 
aspects of the marketing strategy. Common to many established global brands is that they 
use the same name globally and their centrally coordinated marketing strategies are simi-
lar everywhere. While a degree of adaptation may be present in some elements, the core 
value delivery and communication remain standardised. (Kerin & Peterson 2013, 638.) 
 
Kerin & Peterson (2013, 636) emphasize that the art of successful global marketing lies in 
standardizing the marketing mix whenever possible and customizing whenever necessary. 
Kotler & Armstrong (2016, 607) echo similar sentiments, noting that adaptive versus 
standardized global marketing strategy has been much debated, but it is not a question of 
“either or” but of degree. A business can be global, but it must feel like a local by engaging 
culturally and activating its global brand purpose and strategy locally. However, de Mooij 
(2010, 269) argues that since culture is at the core of strategy, an effective strategy is built 
on values shared by all stakeholders, including consumers of all countries of operation. 
Despite the global culture phenomena, cultural diversity can be seen in personal values 
and perceptions of business organizations (Hollensen 2017, 26-27).  
 
Daniels et al. also argue that standardisation is the key to the creation of a global brand, 
for it can increase customer interest and help avoid possible confusion caused by adapted 
marketing. Standardisation is most effective when the customer profiles are similar across 
countries and they seek similar features, and when the product specifications are the uni-
versal – which applies to many technology products. Still, adaptation makes it possible to 
challenge competitors that may not exist in all countries and to find out most effective 
strategies. (Daniels et al. 2015, 500-502.) Daniels et al. focus on national cultures as the 
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bases for altering operations, arguing that a people’s similarity is both a cause and an ef-
fect of national boundaries, and many laws that affect businesses are country-specific. 
Considering deep-rooted national and cultural factors can help decide on whether to enter 
the market or not, and the degree of strategy adaptation within it. For example, religions 
are often spread out across geographically close regions and should be considered when 
assessing a country’s fit with a business and its products or services – sometimes religion 
can completely inhibit certain business practices. Digital products can also face immaterial 
barriers in the form of political and legal regulations and standards. (Daniels et al. 2015, 
92-99, 62.)  
  
It’s important to consider the degree of penetration of relevant digital devices and internet 
network coverage across countries and regions. Even the digital landscape can differ 
greatly across locations, so companies must ensure using the most popular local chan-
nels in order to truly reach the consumers. (Kingsnorth 2016.) However, platform-based 
products often scale up the platforms in new countries with limited customization, and 
most digital products are successfully created with no particular regional customers in 
mind (McKinsey Global Institute 2016, 88-89). 
 
Language is one major obstacle to conquer in global business, and it is often an indicator 
of greater cultural homogeneity among countries. While native English speakers make 
less than one tenth of the world’s population, it is the most utilized language online and of-
ten the language of operations. The prominence and hybridization of the English language 
has been increasing for some time now, thanks to globalization and the influence of the 
U.S. media, but Indian and Chinese languages may become more prevalent as their 
countries’ internet user population grows. (Daniels et al. 2015, 98-99.) However, until 
enough online content exists in a language, its speakers may not be able to participate in 
all online activities. (Strauss 2012, 199.) Digital products themselves can easily be config-
ured to include language change settings (McKinsey Global Institute 2016, 88). However, 
even different character systems of languages can create challenges for design when cre-
ating a multi-language products and content, and poor-quality translations may undermine 
the company’s credibility. (Kingsnorth 2016.) 
 
According to Hollensen (2017, 518-521), promotion and product features are the most im-
portant factors to be considered. Cultural sensitivity is required, so that ideal adaptation or 
standardization of the two can be achieved. Standardized promotion allows for major cost 
savings and benefits from reinforcing the same message, but while argued to become in-
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creasingly popular, it is still a rare strategic achievement. Still, both the product and pro-
motion are typically adapted only after standardized approaches have failed, or when the 
product is late-to or in a non-leadership position the markets. It is the most expensive 
strategy, but also the most common in the world markets. Many global brands can be cre-
atively combine local relatability and global aspirations in their marketing messages and 
initiatives. (McKinsey Global Institute 2016, 90). 
 
De Mooij (2010, 82-83; 285-287) proposes three separate stages when marketing new 
products in technology categories. The acceptance of new products depends on the eco-
nomic homogeneity of areas first, and their degree of uncertainty avoidance second. Un-
certainty avoidance is a dimension recognized in cultures that indicates the extent to 
which people feel “threatened by uncertainty and ambiguity” and prefer to avoid situations 
in which they are encountered, therefore people with low uncertainty avoidance are more 
open to changes and innovation and vice versa. During the first stage, both the product 
and communications can be standardized. Communications should be based on the ge-
neric new attributes and basic human values. Once markets are saturated, marketing 
should move to the next stage, in which the product remains global, but communications 
are adapted. Demand for the product is not yet saturated, but new culture clusters can be 
penetrated by reaching them with adapted messages. The third and final stage requires 
adaptation of both the product and promotion, as pressure to differentiate increases when 
generic products reach market saturation; thus, the marketing strategy should appeal to 
the different cultural configurations, or competitors will do it instead. 
 
Zuchella & Hagen’s (2012, 115) research supports the concept, finding that once the inter-
national markets of SMEs reached a certain point of diversification, varying consumer 
needs and habits required product and service adaptation. The sources of sustained com-
petitive advantage lay in reputation building in the early phase, and in differentiation in the 
later phases. Customer orientation was found vital, for it increased customer involvement 
and lead to insight on foreign markets and business opportunities. In addition to increas-
ing market penetration and extending the niche markets, such activities limited competi-
tion’s intensity. 
 
2.8 Product 
The key to a customer-satisfying digital core product is meeting the new desires and 
needs that customers have as technology evolves. The product should provide a sense of 
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security and privacy, be fast and efficient, user-friendly and have free information availa-
ble. The product attributes translate to benefits from the customer perspective. The partic-
ular benefit offered by internet is the possibility of mass customization – that is, allowing 
the product to be tweaked by the end-user to suit their preferences. For digital products, 
the process costs little money and is realized quickly and easily. Another possibility is per-
sonalisation, which is enabled by automated data collection and use, to offer an individual 
consumer what they likely want to see and to tailor messages. There is a heavy im-
portance on support services at all stages of the customer experience in the digital world, 
in order to secure and increase customer value. It may be a competitive edge, but more 
importantly, customer support is absolutely necessary. (Strauss & Frost, 2012, 226-227; 
236.)  
 
The product life cycle (PLC) is a theoretical model that helps to understand the market de-
velopment of all products and services. The model measures the product profits and reve-
nue as well as investments relative to time, based on which four stages that differ in their 
sales performance, profitability, competitive environment, and marketing programs can be 
distinguished: the introduction stage, the growth stage, maturity and decline. (Figure 8.) 
(Hollensen 2017, 506.) 
 
Preceding the PLC is the product development process, also known as time to market 
(TTM), during which the product is validated. Rapid TTM is important for digital busi-
nesses because product life cycles are short. Moreover, the competitive advantage of in-
novative firms lies in being the first mover on the market, known as the first-mover ad-
vantage (Laudon 2017, 330). Benefits include the possibility of premium pricing, faster 
break-even on development investments, and higher overall profit. However, for rapid 
TTM to be successful, a deep understanding of customer needs, careful planning, and op-
timization of the resources are required. The model is not completely reliable, as some 
products remain fads, which reach their peak and die out rapidly. The model can also cre-
ate self-fulfilling prophecies if conclusions about the products’ life cycles are based on 
sales, when the PLC is actually a variable determined by marketing. For the introduction 
stage, Hollensen recommends offering a basic product for a premium price, while prepar-
ing to make a loss due to marketing investments, (Hollensen 2017, 506-508.) 
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Figure 8. The product life cycle and time to market. Adapted from Hollensen (2017, 507). 
 
The challenge of the PLC lies in recognizing the phases as they pass and move on to the 
next. To minimize the risks of uncertainty of a single product’s development, a company 
offering several products or services can manage its portfolio so that the products differ in 
their life cycle stages. (Hollensen 2017, 506.) However, a line extension strategy should 
be used to a limited degree in a startup company, as it may confuse customers with an 
unclear brand image and excess options, thus, any line extensions must add true value 
and desirability. Instead, companies can focus on improving the desirability of core brands 
and products by renovating them; and so securing cash flows to invest in possible disrup-
tive innovations of high competitive advantage. (Ind 2016, 140-143.) 
 
All ideas and pre-existing assumptions should be continuously validated from consumer 
perspectives. Unforeseen issues and opportunities may also appear, which require agile 
responses. Research suggests that most successful startups have scaled based on a dif-
ferent idea from their original one, called pivoting, by closely monitoring customers, other 
technology, and contexts to gather insights, and then quickly making appropriate changes, 
whether completely starting over or testing new ideas. While risky, pivoting is more likely 
to lead to success than persistently holding on to ideas and assumptions. Companies 
should never become complacent, but constantly validate their ideas and assumptions. 
(Trott 2012, 402-403; van der Pijl, Lokitz & Solomon 2016, 182-184, 218.) 
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2.8.1 Innovation adoption and diffusion 
A characteristic of innovations is a degree of change in consumption patterns required for 
them to be adopted and consumed. Consumption patterns refer to the behaviours needed 
to use the product and knowledge about it, as well as any secondary equipment and in-
stallation activities. The innovations that require major changes in the patterns are called 
discontinuous or disruptive. Continuous innovations, on the other hand, offer new in-
creased value while requiring limited changes. Recognizing the degree of change required 
by an innovation is vital to market it effectively based on the diffusion of innovations 
model. (Mooradian, Matzler & Ring 2014, 342-343.) As all technology usage grows, new 
disruptive innovations can proliferate in the consumer markets, ignoring the traditional 
business market route. Companies such as Google, Facebook, YouTube, and Skype all 
have followed a similar innovation adoption pattern, starting with trial and test markets and 
then moving up to product launches and mass-market promotions. (Moore 2014, 249.) 
 
Innovation adoption and innovation diffusion are models that depict the reception of inno-
vations. Adoption refers to the process of an individual from awareness to an adoption de-
cision, and diffusion to the communication in a social system, including adoption and soci-
etal concepts. Everett Rogers originally introduced the idea of different consumer catego-
ries based on the time they take to adopt the new innovation, creating a diffusion curve 
(Figure 9). It is closely tied to the concept of the product life cycle in that sales are propor-
tional to cumulative adoption. (Trott 2012, 67.) At first only a few consumers try and adopt 
the innovation, until eventually the number of adopters begins to grow exponentially. The 
diffusion evens out as most of the market has adopted the innovation, thus forming an S-
curve of the cumulative adoption within the market relative to time. (Mooradian et al. 2014, 
344-345.)  
 
Figure 9. Diffusion of innovations as an S-curve of cumulative adopters. Adapted from 
Mooradian et al. (2014, 345.) 
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Five different adopter segments are recognized based on their standard deviation posi-
tions from the mean time of the total market adoption. The first 2.5 % of consumers to 
adopt the innovation are called innovators, followed by early adopters who make up 13.5 
% of the market. The following 34 % are the early majority, and the equally large late ma-
jority. The final 16 % are known as laggards. Certain characteristics can be appointed to 
each adopter category. Innovators and early adopters are generally younger, well-edu-
cated, affluent, open-minded, and often highly engaged in the product category and the 
media surrounding it. While innovators are important in the product development phase, 
early adopters are the true key to a marketing breakthrough: they are extraverted and so-
cially connected, meaning that they influence other consumers and determine if the prod-
uct crosses the so-called chasm to mass markets, which is why they are also known as 
"opinion leaders" and "gatekeepers". Figure 10 demonstrates the bell-shaped curve of 
adoption across time and the chasm. (Mooradian et al. 2014, 345-346; Trott 2012, 67-69.) 
 
Figure 10. Adopter categorisation on the basis of innovativeness. Adapted from Moora-
dian et al. (2014, 346). 
 
On an individual level, the consumer’s adoption process moves through several stages 
with different implications for marketing strategy (Figure 11). The first stage is awareness, 
the creation of which should be the first marketing objective. After gaining awareness, the 
consumer begins to have more interest and understanding toward the innovation, eventu-
ally forming an evaluation about the product, which leads to trial or purchase. and the suc-
cessful process ends up in adoption and loyalty. Companies should not only use different 
messages and tools for each stage, but also recognize that at any time, different consum-
ers and segments will be in different stages, as backed by the product life cycle and inno-
vation adaptation models. (Mooradian et al. 2014, 344-345.) 
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Figure 11. Individual Adoption Process. Adapted from Mooradian et al. (2014, 344-345). 
 
2.8.2 Tipping point 
Many new companies grossly overestimate the innovation adoption speed of the markets, 
and mistakenly assume innovations rapidly take over existing products and industries. 
The concept of the tipping point explains the mechanism of diffusion across global mar-
kets, as it’s the moment when a demand begins to sweep through the markets, and pull 
the company to a “right” position. Reaching and surpassing the tipping point fast should 
be the main objective of consumer market businesses seeking to scale up, but it requires 
focusing intensive effort on certain activities. Engaging users with a product experience 
that sustains its value in repeated use creates a pattern of consumption required for mass 
markets. Acquiring traffic can be done by catering to new users with new content or fea-
tures. Modifying offers always impacts scaling, positively or negatively, making it challeng-
ing. Another challenge lies in the tipping point itself: it cannot be predicted, and the 
change in market dynamics as it is taking place can be hard to notice. (Chaffey 2015, 233. 
367-368; Moore 2014, 249-251.) 
 
There are three "laws" related to the tipping point, the first being the "law of the few", by 
which only a few social connectors induce widespread imitation and product adoption 
through the influence of their opinion. The concept of such connectors is closely tied to 
that of early adopters. The advocates accelerate the company into a hypergrowth that can 
surpass the tipping point (Moore 2014, 252). The "stickiness factor" highlights the degree 
of attachment to the attributes of the product or brand in accordance with its purpose, 
which is found through testing and market research. Attributes that drive product success 
include excellence, uniqueness, aesthetic appeal, positive associations, engagement, and 
perceived "character" or personality. They also provide expressive, functional, as well as 
nostalgic value by featuring visible signs of user values, addressing practical needs, and 
inducing sentimental connections. Moreover, perceived value for money is deemed "right". 
The third law is the "power of context"; the requirement of suitable physical, social and 
mental conditions for products (and behaviours) to spread. (Chaffey 2015, 367-368.) 
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2.8.3 Innovation attributes 
Aside from the “stickiness factor” attributes, all innovations have intrinsic attributes that 
should be addressed in the marketing strategy. First is the relative advantage that the in-
novation product provides over the existing products. The consumer's perceived signifi-
cance of the need that the product meets is the key driver of the acceptance of the prod-
uct, and the enhanced way the innovation product meets said need gives it relative ad-
vantage. Trialability is another attribute that can affects consumers’ willingness to try the 
product out; being able to do so without committing to a purchase or effort they may eval-
uate the product with less risks. The innovation should be easy to use and understand, for 
the product's complexity affects consumers' perception of knowledge-related risks. 
(Mooradian et al. 2014, 348-349.)  
Seeing others use the innovation makes the perception of risk lower and the sense of se-
curity higher, as consumers appreciate the opinions and support of others. Thus, observa-
bility of the product is important. The innovation should also be readily compatible with be-
haviours and other systems; the less change is required, and the lower the price of 
change is, the more likely consumers are to try the product. Risk is one key attribute af-
fecting the trial and adoption rates, and the greater the risk of any kind, e.g. financial, 
physical or social, the worse the product will be diffused. For many innovations, the so-
called "network effect" can also be of great importance, particularly if the core benefits of 
the innovation require pervasiveness within social systems. Practical ways to improve the 
attributes include highlighting the product names to increase observability, offering lower 
prices and money-back guarantees for those buying for the first time, and improving un-
derstandability and reducing complexity by offering channel support. (Mooradian et al. 
2014, 349.) 
2.9 Internet pricing and revenue models 
The two main pricing strategies for new products are skimming and penetration. In a skim-
ming strategy, a high price is set for the product in order to reap high profits from custom-
ers with low price sensitivity and a high need for the specific product and its benefits. 
Once the segment is served, the price is usually lowered to make the product available to 
those with higher price sensitivity. For the strategy to succeed, the target segment and the 
unique benefits offered by the product need to be substantial, and the product needs to be 
relatively safe from imitation and competition. The other strategy, penetration, aims to in-
crease market share as quickly as possible with a low price. It is ideal when the market 
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has high potential for competitors and imitators to arise, and the company has high econo-
mies of scale and experience curve effects, and financially strong capacities. (Mooradian 
et al. 2014, 370-371.) Considering these factors, a skimming strategy would arguably be 
better of the two for companies with smaller capacities, and when the product life cycle is 
short (in order to break-even before the product becomes obsolete). In addition, the skim-
ming strategy is appropriate for targeting early adopters, who have low price sensitivity. 
 
However, online pricing is challenging, in part due to users being accustomed to every-
thing being free to the point of expecting it. Yet Laudon (2017, 622; 625-626) argues that 
exclusive, immediate and high value-producing products will mostly have demand even 
when not sold for free, and therefore, user-generated content and content produced for 
free should be free, and premium content also be priced accordingly. Moore (2014, 252-
253) offers a differing opinion, citing “ubiquity now, revenue later” as the logic by which 
most 21st century digital successes have overtaken consumer markets. He refers to reve-
nue-bringing activities often being introduced once the company is bought by a “monetiza-
tion engine”, such as Google or Facebook. If monetization is introduced hastily, product 
diffusion may slow down to the point of stalling. Thus, monetization ought to be feathered 
in while increasing product engagement, customer acquisition and advocacy. The optimal 
pricing for current and future profitability is accomplished through a continuous chain of 
experiments, adapting as competition and other innovations change the environment. 
 
A solution may be the so-called “freemium” model, offering a part of the product for free or 
at below-cost, while charging for “premium” features. (Mooradian et al. 2014, 371-372.) A 
product may also be free to the customer, but include revenue-bringing advertisements – 
often with the choice of a paid, ad-free version. Content-based products, such as games, 
can opt of subscription-based revenue models or “pay for what you use” models instead of 
freemium. In order to find a balance between demand for free products and demand for 
premium features, multiple versions of the product can also be offered at different prices. 
The price is based on value for customer – high-priced versions are often more powerful 
and comprehensive than their low-priced versions and may offer more support. The bene-
fits of freemium and free pricing are creation of market awareness, limiting competition, 
and possible sales from the premium features. The downsides include attracting freeload-
ers who leave if charges are introduced, and most notably, the questionable viability of 
such strategies. Still, penetration or freemium pricing models seem all the more common 
among digital products. (Laudon 2017 421-422; 615; 626; 622.) 
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2.10 Distribution and channel strategy 
Providers of digital products operate in electronic and virtual marketspaces, where no 
physical contact between the company and the consumer occurs. What is notable is that 
the typical physical channel structure is altered so that businesses can skip middlemen 
and distribute to customers directly. (Chaffey 2015, 53.) At the core of such digital busi-
nesses is the technological platform or interface, which brings together a number of actors 
and offers, creating increased value for each by collection, filtering and analysis of data. 
Thus, the platform itself is a major strategic resource, and it creates a different business 
logic than the traditional value chain model, by making interactivity and network effects the 
source of efficiency and value creation for the business, as well as the ecosystem. Most 
successful platforms begin with a focus on a single, high-value interaction, until they move 
on to adjacent markets or interactions, such as in the case of Facebook and LinkedIn. 
(Hämäläinen 2016, 34-36; van Alstyne, Parker & Choudary 2016.) 
 
In the ecosystem based on a digital marketplace, which is visualised in Figure 12, re-
sources and assets must be combined to a certain degree amongst the four actor types to 
make the network appealing. The owners possess immaterial rights and governance of 
the platform, the providers provide the interface, the producers create offerings, which are 
then used by the consumers. The roles of the producers and consumers can become con-
verged, like in the Uber and Airbnb models. Examples of digital platforms include Google's 
Android operating system, or Apple's App Store. The positive network effects must be 
taken into account when evaluating competition, and they can be maximised by managing 
the platform's openness (access), architecture, and rules, so that high value is created at 
large while value-destroying "noise" (misbehaviour or excess and low-quality content) is 
eliminated. For example, both App Store and Google Play filter out low-quality applica-
tions, while Airbnb and Uber rate and insure drivers and hosts. (Hämäläinen 2016, 36; van 
Alstyne et al. 2016.) 
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Figure 12. The players in a platform ecosystem. Adapted from van Alstyne, Par-
ker & Choudary (April 2016). 
 
Bonchek & Choudary (31 January 2013) stress that the success of a platform strategy is 
dependent on what they call connection, gravity and flow. Connection means the degree 
of ease with which others can access the platform to share and transact, gravity is the 
ability of the platform to attract participants (producers as well as consumers), and flow is 
the ability to foster the exchange and co-creation of value. The attributes are achieved by 
first providing infrastructural tools and means that allow participants to plug into the plat-
form easily. The design of incentives, reputation systems and pricing logic should be com-
bined, and social media leveraged to attract enough producers and consumers to reach 
critical mass. Thirdly, capturing and leveraging of rich data that makes connections be-
tween participants makes it possible to match the supply and demand. Different platforms 
may emphasize different factors for their maximum benefit. 
  
Companies should look at which platform combination has the highest consumer usage 
rate and best commercial rewards in accordance with the strategic objectives, and invest-
ments and support should then be prioritized accordingly. For example, the company 
should first prioritize either desktop or mobile platforms, then the platforms within either, 
and also prioritize social networks. Physical channel means to reach customers even 
when the business itself operates virtually may be considered, such as physical presence 
in spots where target audiences frequent; additionally, call centres and the like may be 
necessary for certain types of products to offer customer guidance. (Chaffey 2015, 220; 
218.) 
 
PLATFORM 
PROVIDERS 
OWNER 
PRODUCERS CONSUMERS 
Value and data exchange and feedback 
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2.11 Promotion and communications 
Laudon (2017, 382) offers a framework for the marketing communications companies 
should engage in during the stages of the consumer decision process (Figure 13), closely 
tied to the individual adoption process of innovations (chapter 2.8.1). In the awareness 
and need recognition phase, marketing should be carefully targeted. Any offline communi-
cations should focus on mass media channels, the utilization of which is appropriate in all 
but the post-purchase phase. Search engines and the company’s own sites and activities 
must be optimized for the search phase. The importance of product reviews, user evalua-
tions and opinion leaders is increasingly great in the following ‘evaluation of alternatives’ 
phase, both online and offline. For the purchase phase, various forms of promotions and 
discounts are most beneficial, along with targeted messages. The final, post-purchase 
stage is vital for successful marketing communications, for it establishes the link between 
customer behavior and loyalty. The focus is on updates and customer e-mails, and con-
sumption communities built around the product become highly important. Offline commu-
nications may include service calls and consumer groups. The utilization of online and of-
fline social networks for effectively all stages is advisable. 
 
 
Figure 13. The consumer decision process and supporting communications. Adapted from 
Laudon (2017, 382).  
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Instead of focusing on the platforms, companies should focus on their story, and the main 
website should integrate all other online efforts, like social media accounts and blogs, 
which in turn link to the website. Customer-centricity, openness and customer connectivity 
are essential to achieve success in the digital environment. Online communications can-
not be approached with the same approach as traditional communications, with marketing 
material and media carefully crafted to reflect the company’s ideal image without any two-
way interaction. The realness of communication becomes particularly important when the 
company or its business environment faces hardships, to reassure customers of the com-
pany’s trustworthiness. Moderation is necessary, but it should not interfere with transpar-
ency. The company should listen closely to everything said in the online community, even 
outside its own channels, and while the internet cannot be controlled, the company should 
respond to coverage positively and make their side of the story heard if inaccuracies are 
presented. (Soskin 180-181; Webb 2011.) 
 
While the strategy should involve both the company's own controlled marketing communi-
cations and messages, the information exchanged both explicitly and implicitly between 
consumers is more important and persuasive when it comes to consumers' decision-mak-
ing. The elements of the marketing mix can influence adoption by either innovators or imi-
tators, the latter referring to those who prefer to observe others before adoption. Elements 
that drive observability and discussion among consumers should thus be developed. How-
ever, conceptualizing and visualizing the benefits of innovations is challenging, so educat-
ing consumers on the product and its value proposition should be a main activity for the 
company. (Mooradian et al. 2014, 347-350; Soskin 2010 75-76; 179-180.) 
 
Companies should encourage and maintain the “buzz network” of enthusiastic opinion 
leaders and press, to reap the benefits of the viral excitement caused by the change-in-
ducing nature of innovations. Viral buzz creation begins offline as much as online, so com-
pany representatives may seek public arenas to talk about their business idea and net-
work with opinion leaders. Viral success is also driven by a global approach: as online in-
formation immediately spreads across the globe, both positive and negative reactions 
stemming from any regional area will quickly affect perceptions everywhere (McKinsey 
Global Institute 2016, 89). The most evangelical consumers are the key to viral marketing, 
as they tend to “evangelize and proselytize” on the company’s behalf on their free will, 
which means financial compensation is uncalled for. Such advocates let their identities 
adopt the product, or rather it’s significance or cause, which means that they are the ones 
who “believe what the company believes”, rather than those who need it. (Moore 2014, 
251-252; Soskin 2010 75-76; 179-180.)  
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3 Description of guidebook production 
The thesis’ objective was to produce a guidebook based on a theoretical framework and 
thus to find and implement appropriate source material. The process began by drafting out 
a directional version of the guidebook’s contents. The first outline, attached as Appendix 
1, was created based on the author’s existing knowledge gained from the degree pro-
gramme studies and it covers a number of issues relevant to the topic. As was expected, 
little reference material was found that directly addressed the problem setting of the thesis 
in its entirety, so the author gathered relevant topics from the fields digital products and 
startups, innovation, and global business’ marketing strategy into the theoretical frame-
work. 
 
The original outline was largely directional and based on presumptions, so the contents of 
the thesis and the production became more defined during the creation of the framework. 
The topic area was too vast to cover in detail, and thus the aspects of practical implemen-
tation and in-detail resource optimization ideated in the beginning were left out, while oth-
ers were refined to their final form. 
 
3.1 Methodology and end result 
The guidebook was created using Microsoft Office Word 2016. The work relies heavily on 
the message of the theoretical framework rather than on the practical application of it; 
therefore, the productional aspect focused on discovering and creating a mix of citational 
and original narrative, discourse, and diction that best catered to the purpose and audi-
ence of the guidebook, while being based on the information presented in the theoretical 
framework. Once the theoretical framework was finished, the author began to rearrange 
the theoretical context into a uniform, logical entity that shows the interconnectedness of 
the various concepts presented. Endnotes were used to indicate references for most di-
rect influences and citations, while sources that were not directly referenced to, but which 
influenced the work, were listed into a bibliography at the end of the book. 
 
The guidebook (Appendix 2) begins by introducing the arguments for using means of mar-
keting strategy to achieve startup growth in the chapter "Startup growth through marketing 
strategy". It mostly draws from chapters 2.1, 2.2, 2.7, 2.8 of the thesis, in a way summariz-
ing the rationale of the theoretical framework. The following subchapter "Digital is differ-
ent" corresponds to chapter 2.1 and to the introduction, which presents the model of stra-
tegic agility. The subchapter "Strategic baselines" is devoted to the key concepts of the 
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product life cycle and innovation adoption (chapters 2.8 and 2.8.1). "Globality" discusses 
the tipping point (chapter 2.8.2) and the standardisation-adaptation dimension of chapter 
2.7. The following subchapter, "Objectives" borrows directly from chapter 2.3, as does 
"Know your playfield" from chapter 2.2. 
 
The next main chapter "All about the customer" focuses first on segmentation and target-
ing (chapter 2.4). "The core principles of the customer-oriented strategy" highlights the dif-
ferences between early adopters and the early majority (chapter 2.8.1), the concept of tar-
geting single defined or niche markets (chapter 2.4), and monitoring feedback (chapters 
2.2, 2.5.1 and 2.8). "Creating value for customers" further reflects chapter 2.5 and its sub-
chapters, as well as chapter 2.6. The third and final main chapter, "Marketing mix" begins 
by reflecting on chapter 2.6, before moving on to the "Product" subchapter, which dis-
cusses the concepts in 2.8, 2.8.1 and 2.8.3. "Pricing" directly relates to chapter 2.9, as 
"Platform" does to 2.10. The final subchapter "Promotion" also draws directly from chapter 
2.11. The author then wrote the foreword “The purpose and benefit of this book” and fin-
ished the book up with visualisations, which allowed the book to be more concise than the 
framework. 
 
3.2 Production plan and schedule 
The book “Toiminnallinen Opinnäytetyö” (Tammi, 2003) by Hanna Vilkka was consulted in 
the beginning of the process to develop a better understanding of how to approach and 
conduct a product-oriented thesis. Although not directly referenced to in the theoretical 
framework, it helped to decompose the project into tasks and sections and to create the 
guidebook from the standpoint of a professional production. The original thesis process 
plan was drafted following the first meeting with the thesis coordinator. As visualised in 
Figure 14, included in it were the background and objectives for the guidebook, as well as 
objectives for thesis production process itself, the outline of the theoretical framework, de-
scription of the product, report structure, expected issues, and the schedule.  
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Figure 14. Topics outlined in the thesis process plan. 
 
The ‘product background’ section of the plan outlined the motives for the creation of the 
guidebook, such as the discovery of factors relevant to global marketing of digital innova-
tions and defining appropriate degree of adaptation-standardization. Startups with digital 
products were chosen due to their ability to reach global markets and the ensuing im-
portance to trade-dependent economies, and their need for strategic planning due to lim-
ited knowledge and resources. The objectives were to create a guidebook fit for its pur-
pose so that it may be applied in practice, be clear and easy to understand in its execu-
tion, and provide novelty value. 
 
The objectives for the thesis process itself were to deepen the author’s personal expertise 
in the fields of international business and marketing strategy, and to offer value for the in-
dustry by providing a readymade basis for strategic planning. The outline of the theoretical 
framework included the notion of being up-to-date; and focusing mainly on the theories of 
marketing strategy, international adaptation, innovation adaptation and characteristics of 
digitality. The authors’ role was to combine theories, apply them to the subject matter, and 
to make observations and conclusions. The description of the product defined the audi-
ence as beginning and aspiring entrepreneurs; and the personal benefit from the produc-
tion experience was recognized to be the acquisition of tools required to work in the field 
or in the management of a startup. 
 
Thesis 
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The plan for the structure of the report largely followed official guidelines. The expected 
issues were related to possible changes in the subject matter or its focus, and application 
of theory to create a guidebook specific and practical enough without simply repeating the 
theory. 
 
As seen in Figure 15, the schedule of the process plan was divided into seven linear 
phases, from planning and defining the topic to creating the theoretical framework, draft-
ing, designing, and executing the guidebook, discussing the results, and finalizing the out-
put. The date for submitting the thesis was set for the beginning of May 2017. As unfore-
seen external factors and the challenges in topic definition and discovering relevant 
source material stalled the process, the submission date was moved to the fall of 2017. 
Additionally, the first three sections of defining the topic, creating the theoretical frame-
work, and drafting the guidebook’s structure ended up overlapping and intersecting, as the 
reference material available redirected the content of the thesis, as did the outline of the 
possible contents of the guidebook. Nonetheless, the schedule helped to organize and 
pace various tasks and recognize smaller sections required for the final output, and it 
therefore directed the process throughout. 
 
 
Figure 15. Thesis project plan.  
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4 Discussion 
As the evolution of global flows and digital technology has given consumers new demo-
cratic power and the final say in the growth and eventual success of companies, the latter 
must provide true and inimitable value to the former to thrive. By means of marketing 
strategy, startups can communicate with and cater to the customers in ways that enable 
both maximum customer satisfaction and product diffusion. The traditional concepts of 
marketing strategy are changing to better reflect the new, interrelated and customer-ori-
ented realities. Companies can reach global success with largely standardized marketing 
strategies, as cultural homogeneity and global trends are on the rise. In fact, globality is 
no longer an option, but a requirement, when dealing with new markets and products, as 
demand can arise anywhere. 
 
Digitality, which is both the reason for the global startup boom and the provider of many of 
its challenges, requires strategies based on agility and responsiveness. Innovation has 
become a buzz word due to the new value and functions provided by numerous products, 
making the models of innovation diffusion crucial information to aspiring entrepreneurs. A 
modern growth strategy relies on external relations and awareness as much as internal 
planning, which is why the best entrepreneurs and managers are always in tune with the 
environmental signals, and prepared to pivot if need be. 
 
4.1 Evaluation of production 
The high number of new works published in 2017 related to the topics of innovation, digi-
tality, and globality, some of which were used to create the thesis’ framework, suggests 
that the subject is highly topical. Due to the newness of the source material, the thesis in-
cludes theoretical models that have not yet been established at large, such as the 2017 
version of the 4 Ps model by Kotler et al. The author aimed to secure reliability by check-
ing the credentials of all referenced authors, and relying most on peer-reviewed and highly 
regarded sources. However, global megatrends progress at an incredible speed, as sug-
gested by McKinsey Global Institute’s report (2016, 23) among others, making it likely that 
the technological assumptions and bases in the thesis and guidebook will quickly become 
outdated. It’s also appropriate to question if the capabilities of startups and small players 
to provide suitable products will keep up with the evolution of technology, and if consumer 
and media interest in startups will sustain itself.  
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As was expected, subject definition proved to be a challenge. It eventually changed quite 
a bit from its original form, due to the author struggling to find satisfactory ways to re-
search and execute the original ideas related to global strategies. The production end-re-
sult also relies somewhat heavily on repeating the points of the theoretical framework. As 
less stress was needed on globality than originally expected, the theoretical framework 
and thus the guidebook largely discuss aspects relevant to any digital innovation, leaving 
aside the aspect of globality. Still, with global phenomena being the centre of the original 
idea, the end result attempts to stay true to it by encouraging startups to go global from 
their inception. What became clear in the process was that today rapid global operations 
can in fact be necessary for long term success, not optional. 
 
Despite the shortcomings presented and the deviation from the original vision, the produc-
tion is adequately beneficial for its purpose. It covers the concepts of marketing strategy 
and innovation that most affect global diffusion and growth – concepts that the target audi-
ence needs to understand to succeed in their own business endeavours. The production 
is visual, concise and to-the-point, making it easy to comprehend by those without previ-
ous knowledge on the field; but still covers new topics and issues, bringing novelty value 
to those with existing knowledge. Although the book refrains from making situation-spe-
cific suggestions, as they would have made the production too complex and quick to out-
date, it still provides very practical guidelines for creating a growth-inducing marketing 
strategy that can be applied by most without losing the inherent creativity required of stra-
tegic planning, while also explaining the logic behind the strategic directions. 
 
4.2 Suggestions for future development  
During the research process, the fast evolution of the business environment became par-
ticularly clear in the lack of marketing strategy-related source material related that catered 
to the changed rules and logic. For example, even though “marketing 4.0” and the “4Cs 
for the digital world” by Kotler et al. (2017b) get to the core issues digital businesses far 
more efficiently than the undeniably outdated 4Ps model, the traditional way of separating 
the four factors from one another is somewhat questionable. Startups and innovations 
seem to be increasingly business model or business design-based rather than product-
based; integrating new revenue models and platform creation inseparably with the unique 
product offering, which makes it difficult to define where one aspect ends, and another be-
gins. The author would thus argue that the fields of marketing and strategic planning call 
for more descriptive models of digital business. The viability of new pricing models is an 
issue that was left unanswered and warrants new research. 
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Additionally, it was a challenge to find material about global strategies that was not based 
on an assumption of production of physical goods or a requirement of physical presence 
within geographic areas. In the reference material, the point of international distribution 
being bound not by geographical, but instead mental boundaries, such as regulations and 
politics, was often made, but left ambiguous. When the product may be distributed glob-
ally without boundaries and intermediators immediately, the company cannot conduct pre-
emptive market research and address local regulations in the same way as gradually in-
ternationalizing companies. Researching the most common legal and psychical stumbling 
blocks faced by global digital products is therefore called for. The sources consulted by 
the author showed little indication that adaptation measures are relevant for companies in 
the early stages of their global growth. However, as few of the standardisation-adaptation 
sources directly addressed digital products, the topic should be studied further. 
 
4.3 Learning experience 
Although the importance of delimitation was reinforced from the beginning, the ideation 
process fell flat in that aspect, resulting in a topic area too vast and unspecific and making 
the thesis itself and the production schedule somewhat longer than optimal. Also, during 
the information research process the author had to go through large amounts of infor-
mation before discovering an optimal direction. While time-consuming and extraneous, the 
author learned immensely about not only marketing strategy-related issues, but of a num-
ber of current and debated issues in the fields related to the subject matter of the thesis. 
The creation of the framework also required the author to seek out the common denomi-
nators of various topics so that logical and justifiable suggestions could be made in the 
production, requiring a degree of creativity and insight. 
 
The biggest challenge and obstacle to finishing the thesis on schedule was not having a 
concrete vision of how the production would present the theoretical framework in an origi-
nal way. Focusing on the target audience of the book, the author began to focus on reada-
bility and comprehensibility through conciseness and visuality. This allowed the author to 
discover their own written diction and develop professional writing and editing skills. In ret-
rospect, it would have been appropriate to clearly define how the guidebook were to pro-
vide an original aspect over the theoretical framework to save time and direct the process 
more smoothly from the beginning. 
 
The lack of a commissioning company proved to be challenging due to the lack of direc-
tional guidance and subject definition, yet it both forced and allowed the author to adopt a 
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self-leadership mindset, leading to improvements in the ability to mentally categorize and 
organize information and then express it in an effective and concise way. The author also 
became aware of areas that require improvement in their personal management skills, like 
planning the use of time while realistically considering the true amount of work required to 
complete tasks. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1. First outline of guidebook contents 
1 Introduction 
 The need for global standardisation vs. adaptation 
2 Principles of Marketing (digital product point of view) 
 Product, pricing 
 Channels 
 Content, communication 
 Value creation 
3 Innovations 
 Introduction to markets 
Creating awareness 
 Strategy optimization 
4 Global Operations’ Perspective 
 Networks 
 Cultural and lingual issues 
 Marketing-related legal and governmental issues; market barriers 
 Economic variations across markets 
5 Limited Resources and Resource Optimization 
 People and networking (channels) 
 Product itself (“packaging”, features…) 
 Pricing strategies 
 Branding, content and communication 
  Reviews and customer advocacy 
6 Marketing Objectives and Strategy Planning for startups 
 Defining objectives 
 Marketing planning 
 Timing and flexibility 
7 Implementation of Strategy 
 Strategic decisions and management 
 Execution and delegation of implementation 
Measuring, evaluating and fixing the strategy 
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 1 
The purpose and benefit of this book 
”Global Growth from the Get-Go: A Marketing Strategy Guidebook for Digital Innovations” is 
intended for start-up entrepreneurs, managers, and other entrepreneurial spirits with an innovative 
digital product or the idea of it in their hands. With seemingly many start-ups making waves in the 
global economy, it’s easy to think that the mere existence of a mind-bending new idea will attract all the 
attention and powers that be needed to make it big. Yet, the complex and dynamic business 
environment requires excellent preparedness and strategic ability to be conquered. 
Understandably, concepts like strategy and marketing can sound off-putting to entrepreneurs, who 
believe in their product and just want to share it with the world. Luckily however, that’s exactly what 
21st century marketing strategy is about – being the best your company, brand and product can be, for 
the maximum benefit of both the consumers and you. After finishing the guidebook, you should have a 
clear idea on how to proceed to make the most of your venture. 
The book builds on the argument that most innovative digital start-ups should plan to be global from 
the start and take it into account in their marketing strategies in order to gain competitive advantage 
and thus secure longevity and scaling in both short-term and long-term. The guidebook covers vital 
insights and issues specific to the digital markets, innovations, and global strategies. Aiming for 
efficiency in simplicity, the guide can be read and understood with little previous knowledge of business 
strategy and marketing.  
 2 
Startup growth through marketing strategy 
hy should you concern yourself with marketing strategy? Marketing strategy is essential for 
growth, as it addresses the factors that influence the diffusion of innovations. Successful 
market defintion, appropriately catering to markets, as well as reaching and interacting with 
the customers increase market penetration and customer numbers. Only when the customers are 
satisfied and built trust with may the company successfully sustain itself. And all of the aforementioned 
are elements of the marketing strategy. When done right, marketing strategy can create both short-term 
growth and long-term sustainability. And since marketing strategy leads to growth, global marketing 
strategy leads to global growth (Figure 1).
 
Figure 1. Marketing strategy, growth, and sustainability. 
An inherent aspect of the marketing strategy suggestions in this book, globality, is both a recommendation 
and an implication of the digital marketplaces of today. Free of geographic boundaries, digital products 
have few obstacles for spreading across the globe.1 As much as it is an opportunity, it is also a remarkable 
call to action. If you want to make it big and keep your ideas in your own hands, globality is essential. 
When it comes to new ideas and products in digital form, time is scarce, and your product will have a 
number of imitators before you know it.2 If they play in bigger markets than you, or better than you, 
you’re done for. 
While gradual global expansion may seem more comfortable, it may end up requiring incredible effort to 
work. You can have the first-mover advantage if you only choose to, and yield an excellent outcome 
without risking much.3 Additionally, because most digital platforms can technically be accessed almost 
anywhere by anyone,4 you may suddenly find yourself having global customers whether you planned to 
or not – so it’s better to go for the former. 
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Digital is different 
The context of doing business is markedly different when operating purely digitally. The aspects of 
digitality must be kept in mind at all times when planning both the corporate strategy and the marketing 
strategy. The rich characteristics (in Figure 2) and the volatile dynamicity of the global digital market 
quickly trample those not able to follow its flow. One cannot dive in without a careful survival plan, and 
yet one must expect the unexpected. The key, then, to staying afloat is strategic agility (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 2. Effects of digitality on strategy.5 
 
 
Figure 3. Strategic agility.6 
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Strategic baselines 
Adopter Groups 
The core of strategic logic is the evolution of the market circumstances as time passes. Familiar to many 
is the model of diffusion of innovation, which is extremely relevant when it comes to marketing decisions. 
The model is directly related to the model of the product life cycle, which shows how the product 
progresses through the sales-related phases of introduction, growth, maturity (the peak) and decline 
(Figure 4). Here’s the thing about the product life cycle, and thus the diffusion of your product: you 
control it with your marketing strategy and its execution; not the other way around.7 
 
Figure 4. The product life cycle and adopter groups.8 
In each sales phase, you must not only focus on the relevant adopter group and tailor the strategy 
accordingly, but also anticipate the following phases and the changes they require. It may seem simple, 
but there are some challenges. Possibly the biggest of all is the chasm between early adopters and the early 
majority, which requires strategic preparation and understanding to be crossed.9 As this guide focuses on 
reaching the peak of innovation adoption, the carrying themes are the introduction-growth phases of the 
product life cycle, and the adopter groups of early adopters and early majority. 
The diffusion model alone isn’t enough to understand customers’ minds, so you also need to consider 
the individual adoption process (Figure 5).10 It applies to any new product, but the first phases are all the 
more relevant for innovations. The somewhat obvious, but easily underachieved goal of all innovative 
start-ups should be the creation of extensive awareness among target markets and beyond: it is, after all, 
where any customer will ever begin their journey. Creation of awareness needs to be followed up with 
readily provided information about the product and brand – preferably presented in a way that captures 
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the arising interest of the customer and translates positively into the following evaluation phase. Only 
after forming an opinion based on context and the information they’ve been exposed to does the customer 
decide to try the product or dismiss it. Post-purchase marketing efforts and customer satisfaction dictate 
if the innovation and brand are fully and loyally adopted by the individual. Marketing should aim to 
secure the best outcome for each phase, so that customers and segments in different phases are catered to 
appropriately. 
 
Figure 5. The individual adoption process.11 
 
Globality 
In any widespread innovation’s diffusion process, there is a tipping point; a moment in time where they 
suddenly begin to spread at a remarkable speed across markets, seemingly without an external incentive. 
When dealing with the global arena of internet, the effect knows no borders. It is the moment when the 
markets begin to pull the innovation instead of marketers pushing it out there.12 Despite the tipping 
point’s elusive nature, there are three ‘laws’ that define optimal conditions for it to take place.13 
LAW OF THE FEW. A small, but all the more influential group of social connectors induces 
imitation and adoption of the product through their opinion and example. It is the rationale for 
targeting influential early adopters relevant to the niche market over others in the introductory 
stage. 
STICKINESS FACTOR. The easier it is to form a bond to the product attributes, the higher 
the demand is likely to be. It’s why the value propositions must be in true accordance with the 
product attributes, which then is why testing and marketing research is required despite time 
constrictions. 
POWER OF CONTEXT. Physical, social, and mental conditions must be favourable for the 
widespread adaptation of products and behaviours to occur. Required channel means and 
technologies must be readily available and adopted, and the product must conform to 
fundamental social and mental norms, so that indications of openness to the change exist. 
Global marketing of a digital product is relatively easy, which is exactly why you should do it. While most 
physical products require extensive (and expensive) adaptation measures, that is, adjustments based on 
local circumstances, digital products can succeed with a highly standardizated strategy.14 Still, you should 
keep a close eye to signals of required adaptation and be ready to make it happen. It’s easier to make 
changes to an existing strategy when it appears ineffective, than it is to start off anew. 
When first entering the global markets; the focus should be on areas of high economic homogeneity and 
low uncertainty avoidance first and foremost.15 Areas and countries of low uncertainty avoidance are open 
to innovations and change in general, making it likely that the most receptive consumers be found there. 
It’s acceptable to use a highly standardized marketing strategy, as long as its built on globally shared 
consumer values and the generic new attributes. Eventually, expansion into new culture clusters and some 
adaptation is required, as the first areas become saturated and competition arises. Only once the product 
has saturated the markets is greater adaptation required to provide new appeal. Discover your most 
important areas and the ones avoid by assessing the compatibility of the business and product with deep-
rooted cultural factors like religion, as well as business laws, and immaterial barriers like political and legal 
regulations.16 (Figure 6.) 
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Figure 6. Phases of standardisation and adaptation. 
Your market penetration choices are seen in channel and promotion choices, above all – and they work 
in two ways. You should to choose your channels based on who and where they reach, and promote 
wherever they reach – and like said before, most digital channels reach far and wide. To have a better 
understanding of what to prepare for, take a look at global variations in digital device usage, internet 
coverage and digital landscape.17 You should get a rough idea of the most lucrative areas, and adjust the 
strategy accordingly to cater to them, including utilizing the most popular channels of those particular 
areas. 
You most likely need to adapt your promotional activities to societal factors – critical cultural or legal 
issues and language. Naturally, if you do not have the resources to do it, leave it be, but do your best to 
provide access to your product nonetheless. Successful global marketing strategy is the balancing act of 
the standardisation or adaptation of the elements showcased in Table 1. 
Table 1. Elements of global marketing strategy. 
 STANDARDIZED (GLOBAL) 
ASPECTS 
ADAPTED (LOCAL) ASPECTS 
BRAND Same name and formulation globally; 
centrally coordinated, similar marketing 
programs everywhere.18 
Assessing and adapting to 
perceptions of business 
organizations.19 
VALUES AND 
COMMUNICATION 
Same core value delivery and 
communication everywhere (reinforcing 
the same message20); values relatable 
regardless of location.21 
Giving local purpose to values and 
messages.22 
CHANNEL 
PENETRATION 
Important regions are recognized by the 
degree of penetration of relevant digital 
devices and internet network coverage.23 
Utilization of most popular channels 
of important regions.23 
CONTEXTUAL 
FLEXIBILITY 
Product created with no particular 
regional customer in mind – similar 
customer profiles across countries.24 
Adaptation may be used to challenge 
competitors who only operate in 
certain regions.25 
LANGUAGE Language of operations is English; 
additional (high-quality) language 
configurations in product itself.26 
Catering to speakers of other major 
languages to enable participation 
and deepen engagement.27 
Reputa-
tion
•Areas of low uncertainty avoidance -- open to changes and innovation 
•Standardized strategy, communications based on generic new attributes and basic human values
Customer 
orientation
•Expansion into new culture clusters; involving customers and gathering insight on foreign markets
•Product remains standardized, communications are adapted
Differentia
-tion
•Pressure to appeal to different cultural dispositions intensifies, various consumer needs and habits 
require adaptation
•Adaptation of both product and communications
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Objectives 
In the first phase, your main goal is effective market penetration, measured as the percentage of users in 
your target market.28 Set and measure the objectives in both short periods and long-term, and treat the 
short-term results as guideposts for how well your strategy is taking off. Whatever your revenue model 
may be, as soon as you reach the point where customers are supposed to opt for paid versions, set 
objectives for sales volume, and strive to explain the results through accurate customer insight. Remember 
to always be prepared to change the course. Still, you should not expect to profit or produce great sales 
revenue right off the bat.29 It’s best to seek and rely on investments, and optimize existing resources. 
(Figure 7.) 
Once you have reached your longer-term market penetration objectives and believe you have crossed the 
tipping point, you can start to think more about market share, revenue and profits. While profit isn’t 
likely until you’ve progressed quite far, you should still recognize it as the main objective in the long run 
of the company, and it’s precisely the reason why you need to think far ahead when creating your strategy. 
Lack of profits in the early stage should be due to higher investments and the progression of market 
penetration and sales – not due to lacking a viable revenue model. 
 
Figure 7.  Objectives during product life stages.  
You should also set marketing-related objectives31, such as key customer relationship management or 
brand awareness, depending on your product’s life cycle phase and your long-term goals. For most 
companies, it's important to set objectives for customer acquisition, retention, and satisfaction, and 
tracking revenue by channel is largely helpful. You can also set societal objectives such as community 
involvement or issue awareness. When creating your objectives and sub-objectives, keep in mind the 
notions of efficiency and effectiveness – the minimization of resources and time, and delivering on the 
objectives through the right activities and strategies.32 Also make sure to follow the SMART rule (Figure 
8.) 
 
Figure 8. SMART objectives.33 
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Keep your goals and objectives in mind at all times. If you set in place a prioritization system, your 
employees will have a better collective understanding of the underlying values of the company. They are 
then able to direct actions and resources accordingly, and make the company vision happen.34 To avoid 
getting distracted and confusing your customers; refrain from entering new markets and introducing new 
products before your product has reached maturity.35 Still, you may want to plan ahead for the final stages 
of growth, requiring incremental expansion into adjacent markets and customer groups, and adding 
incremental and complimentary products and assets, if you want to keep your business growing beyond 
your original product.36 
Know your playfield 
The digital business environment is notoriously competitive, making the threat of big players or new 
entrants overtaking your markets very real. Players can arise from unexpected industries and directions 
with new innovations and resources at any time, so you must stay on top of the situation and changes 
not only within your immediate industry, but on a larger scale as well.37 The environmental volatility is 
exactly why your strategy must leave room for flexibility and quick decision-making. 
Most notably, it’s the buyers who hold power, due to the extremely low costs of swithing brands and the 
abundant information accessed and shared creating new expectations.38 The best solution is to not play 
against the forces, but with them, in a collaborative way. Combining resources with others,39 opening up 
R&D processes, and creating and developing products in dialogue with consumers amps up the benefits 
for all parties involved40. You want your strategy to draw from both competitive and collaborative 
advantage, so make them balance and reinforce each other. (Figure 9.) 
 
Figure 9. The five environmental forces.41 
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All about the customer 
he customer is your be-all and end-all. In the digital world, you don’t only cater to your 
customers, but work and exist in a collaborative, mutualistic symbiosis with them. Due to the 
interconnectedness, consumers don’t view organisations as structures anymore, but as people-
like characters.42 The more authentic the character, the better. 
Depending on your product, you yourself may not be a customer or a representative of their character. 
And while it would be a big advantage, you don’t have to be. But you have to truly understand who 
would be, and why. Traditionally, marketing has focused on companies deciding who their customers 
shall be. Today, it’s not so unilateral. Once the news of your innovation spread across wider audiences, 
you may discover demand from directions you never thought of. Adversely, if you’re not in tune with the 
market, your so-called target customers may reject your efforts.43 You can direct your marketing efforts 
to the right and most responsive customers by first understanding the concepts of segmentation and 
targeting (Table 2). 
Table 2. Segmentation and targeting. 
 DEFINITION PURPOSE 
SEGMENTATION The buyers and consumers of your product 
separated into relevant customer segments with 
similar needs and wants. May be geographic, 
demographic, psychographic or behavioural.44 
Estimating market sizes and 
profitability; aiding in 
choosing target markets and 
audiences. 
TARGETING The segments you choose to serve and design your 
marketing mix for. Modern segments are often 
communities self-formed and self-defined by 
consumers – and thus autonomous.45 
Efficient and effective 
resource usage in accordance 
with desired strategic results. 
The core principles of the customer-oriented strategy 
Principle 1. Take the two-step approach. 
As you know, the first to try and adopt your product are the early adopters. Only after them is the interest 
of the early majority piqued. What it means in practice is that the early adopters are people with distinctive 
wants and characteristics, to whom your marketing strategy must appeal – and the same goes for the early 
majority later on. (Figure 10.) These are the frames you work within, but as such, the definitions are too 
abstract and far-reaching to recognize who exactly your customers are, so you must look deeper. 
 
Figure 10. Early adopters and the early majority.46 
Early adopters
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defined by pragmatism. Followers, imitators. 
Appreciate network externalities. require 
emotional appeal and suitable contextual 
conditions.
T 
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Principle 2. Find a focus. 
Start off with a single, highly defined segment. It’s best to segment the end-markets by their different 
behaviour and usage of the product, and the perceived value of features for their particular needs.47 Find 
a niche with high interest in the value or idea you provide that also displays early adopter characteristics. 
It’s highly likely that the segments you discover are global. Be aware of the global customer, but don’t 
worry about it much, as true early adopters are comfortable with foreign products; higher sensitivity and 
adaptation become more relevant when moving to majority marketing. Once you begin to scale up, make 
sure the structural attractiveness of your target market is just right: its’ size, growth rate and 
competitiveness should be in line with your size and abilities.48 
In short: forget overreaching. Trying to appeal to everyone possible is a sure-fire way to misdirect valuable 
resources and time and miss those who care. That is not to say you should limit your opportunities – but 
once people start coming to you, and not the other way around, you know you’re approaching the tipping 
point and your strategy is working.49 Always have excellent insight on your target customers. Customers 
become loyal customers when treated right, and loyalty becomes advocacy. So, strive to form tight-knit, 
collaborative relationships with your early adopters. Reach out to them, again and again. Recognize the 
influence they have over others’ opinions, listen carefully to their feedback, learn, and grow from it.  
Principle 3. Stay on your toes. 
The key to discovering your perfect target market is getting your perception of consumer needs just right. 
Don’t just assume your product provides consumer benefits and value; validate their existence through 
market testing and feedback.50 You must measure your performance from the start, with markers like the 
Net Promoter Score.51 But don’t worry about NPS scores extensively before assessing if you’re truly 
mediocre, or if a fanatic fanbase warrants an equal number of haters.52 Naturally, while words such as 
targeting are used here in a strategic sense, you must respect the autonomy of your customers, and strive 
for the collaborativeness described in Principle 2. If you’re receiving mediocre NPS scores that reflect 
genuine indifference, rather than trying to force your product further on unreceptive targets, you should 
build enthusiastic consumer communities around your product. In other words, be prepared to pivot. 
Pivoting 101 
The best strategy is driven by agility. While its nice to get things right as soon as possible, you 
can never have a guarantee of succeeding with the first strategic or marketing-related direction 
you take. An idea that is perfect on paper can miss the mark by various degrees in reality; and to 
survive you must explore alternatives. You may miscalculate your value proposition, target 
segment, or revenue model, or you may be faced with unexpected issues and even opportunities.53 
The good news is, you can easily make even big strategic pivots, as long as you recognize the 
signals on time and exercise strategic agility. Overt pride and attachment to ideas and assumptions 
must be replaced with constant validation, gained by monitoring customers, environments and 
contexts. You must make appropriate changes, based on the legitimate findings and insight. They 
can range from testing new ideas to fixing the whole strategy. Remember, agility is more likely to 
lead to success than complacency.54 
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Creating value for customers 
To keep your brand alive and flourishing for a long time, you must to provide constant, significant, and 
unique value for customers (Table 3).55 Everything related to value creation goes hand in hand with the 
promotional aspect of your marketing strategy, as communicating the value proposition successfully is 
central to its purpose. Certain sources of value provided by your innovation may be self-evident, but it’s 
only once you know your target market that you can draw on the specific needs, wants, and current 
options of your customers to create increased value. It is also beneficial for you, as trying to cater to 
everyone’s needs and unspecified wants is a fast lane to burning up resources and ending up all over the 
place with no loyal customers. 
Table 3. Sources of value creation. 
Positioning Differentiation Value proposition Brand character Customer care 
How consumers 
perceive and 
mentally categorise 
you in relation to 
competition.56 
What sets you apart 
from others with 
similar positioning. 
The value you 
provide to your 
customer as an 
outcome of your 
differentiation and 
branding. 
The human traits 
attached to the 
brand, which 
customers create 
emotional bonds 
to.57 
Interactions, 
services, and 
collaborations 
born out of 
genuine concern 
for customers.58 
 
Position your brand by building on your unique competitive advantages,59 which you can find in your 
innovation and the values you represent. Create contrast to competitors, when it comes to the associations 
and impressions customers have, and strive for the same positioning in the minds of customers globally.60 
Do not mistake positioning for portraying a convenient image. Instead, tell an interactive, 
multidimensional, authentic story together with your customers, about and for the benefit of your 
customers, clarifying what your brand is about.61 Always put in an extra effort to provide entertainment 
value and information resources for free. 
To differentiate in an inimitable way, find points of value in the customer experience – the emotions, 
expectations, touch points customers have throughout their journey with you, from first discovering you 
to post-purchase moments – and expand and create them.62 They can be found and placed within the 
product itself, or the associated service and people, the channels you choose, your image and its symbolic 
implications, and so on.63 What’s important is that you focus on solutions rather than the product itself, 
and on the customers’ goals rather than their activities.64 You absolutely must deliver on your value 
promises from the moment (and even before) you insinuate their existence.  
Each brand has a so-called brand DNA; a deep-rooted codification, which shapes all of it, its decisions, 
and activities. While it’s easy to think machine-driven is the modern ideal, the authenticity, genuineness 
and empathy people crave for in companies exist in the human factor behind it all. So, no matter what 
machine-related advancements, attributes, and intelligence you provide and represent, at the same time, 
show the human side. Commit to being genuine, but take social responsibility with your values. When 
hiring, hire people who make the perfect fit. Creatively and committedly present your brand DNA in the 
systems you adopt and your symbolic manifestations, like your name and logo, and you’ll be inimitable.65 
The value proposition is what all your differentiation efforts condense in. It should be something that 
customers are involved with from an emotional standpoint, and could thus be anything from good 
feelings to risk aversion. Even if not directly monetarily quantifiable, it should be somewhat measurable 
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in the perceived benefits, distinctive, and superior to others’. While value-providing activities may seem 
costly and consuming, they are investments that will come around. Commitment to a value proposition 
builds trust, which brings about the sense of quality, which allows higher margins, even in the presence 
of low-priced competition. What is important is that the value proposition offers valid value; in other 
words, it’s not based on presumptions or insignificant differences.66 
As customers look for human traits in companies, its important for you to think of the brand as a 
character, empathizing with the customer’s point of view. The characteristics of leading brands are the 
same that any leaders with horizontal influence have. To begin with, they create great first impressions 
by looking good and expressing their other characteristics in their entire physical evidence. Their 
intellectuality makes them able to quickly adapt  to their dynamic surroundings and opportunities. By 
recognizing and catering to the emotional needs of their customers or followers, they can create tighter 
connections than data and rationality alone. They are sociable and encourage their community to connect 
and share, which creates group and brand reinforcement and advocacy. They are personable due to of 
their (brand) mission that extends to caring for the planet and people, which makes them attractive. 
Long-term trust is then built on their moral ability to hold on to their integrity, protect customer rights, 
and handle even difficult and negative situations appropriately. The traits are then successfully delivered 
by offering style with substance, combining online and offline channels, and utilizing machine-to-
machine mechanisms to build human-to-human emotional relationships. (Figure 11.) 67 
 
Figure 11. Brand character.68 
Many new digital products are indistinguishable from services. Even when they are, services are more 
important than ever in the digital markets, and thus, you must provide excellent care for your customer. 
It begins by having genuine concern for them, and then acting on it by listening and responding to them 
and following through on communications and interactions. The customer is like an equal partner, and 
thus the terms of collaboration and communications are mutually dictated. Your employees must be 
released from following strict guidelines and be allowed to use their judgement to collaborate with 
customers in an open and authentic manner. Providing self-service means is also a part of such 
collaborativeness.69  
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Marketing mix 
our marketing mix is the combination of strategic choices regarding the product aspects, channels 
and platforms, pricing and revenue structures, and communicative and promotional activities. 
Each aspect is discussed in the following chapters, but when it comes to digital products, they 
create an inseparable whole that needs its parts to work in balanced harmony. When designing each 
aspect, make sure they make the best combination for achieving the same objectives. 
Within the concept of successful marketing strategy lies in the implication of providing ideal customer 
service and customer experiences, in other words, making the most of a company’s existence in the 
communal digital marketsphere. If you genuinely care for your customers and their wellbeing, and show 
it, your customers will genuinely care for you and your product in return. Keep this in mind as you read 
on. Create rich, interactive experiences, but only provide content with meaning. 
For the sake of simplicity, the strategic areas are referred to by their established names, but Table 4 
summarizes the digitally changed nature of each and how you should internalize their purpose. 
Table 4. The marketing mix.70 
Product Price Place Promotion 
Co-creation Currency Communal activation Conversation 
Customers and their 
insights are involved from 
the beginning; 
extraordinary value is 
reaped from 
personalization and 
customization. 
Dynamic pricing 
mechanisms, data and 
analytics, and volatile 
market fluctuations in 
demand fluctuate prices. 
Greater importance of 
peer-to-peer distribution 
and the sharing economy, 
convergence of customers 
and creators. 
Shift from unilateral 
messages to complex and 
multi-way 
communication, 
increased importance of 
peer-to-peer 
communications. 
Product 
The more disruptive your innovation is, the more of a 
natural product differentiation advantage you have, but 
that alone is not sufficient for product strategy. For the 
more disruptive the product, the less receptive markets are 
(Figure 12).71 
Preceding your product launch is the R&D phase, also 
known as time to market (TTM). During this phase, you 
validate your core idea and the receptivity of consumers to 
the product. You want to keep your TTM as short as 
possible, because if you take too long playing with 
technology and features before presenting the core product to markets, the technology has time to age 
and competition can catch up – effectively shortening the life expectancy of the product. Use the TTM 
phase to truly understand your customer and their fundamental needs on a deep level. Plan ahead for 
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Figure 12. Disruptiveness of innovation. 
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when and how to use your resources strategically, as the product life cycle develops from stage to stage, 
according to the objectives of each. (Figure 13.)72 
Be extremely restrained about introducing new line extensions before the original product reaches 
maturity. The only reason to bring a line extension to markets, as with the first product, should be its 
unique, true value offering, whether by coincidental innovation or R&D research. Introducing new 
products before the original product has reached majority markets can create confusion and distract 
consumers. The main focus should be on the main product and improving its desirability.73 
 
Figure 13. The product strategy over the life cycle. 
Naturally, your product strategy is largely built around the innovation factor itself, and the way it is 
expected to stand out. Yet there are other attributes that must be strategically secured, so that the all-
important awareness creation and diffusion take place successfully. Make sure that the product is the best 
it can be in the areas of relative advantage, trialability, complexity, observability, compatibility, risk, and 
network effects presented in Table 5.74 You should also keep in mind that somewhere in between early 
adopters and mass markets, there is the tipping point, which requires engaging users with a product 
experience that sustains its value in repeated use, and catering new content or features to new users to 
acquire traffic.75 
  
TTM
• Validate core product and consumers' receptivity (research)
• Create deep understanding of your target segment
• Create early plans for the long-term use of strategic resources 
Introduction
• Aim for first mover advantage
• Offer a basic product focusing on the core feature
• Monitor consumer response and react accordingly
Growth
• Keep improving and innovating by keeping an eye on feedback and externalities
• Expand support services
• Highlight the global value proposition
Maturity
• Introduce line extensions
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Part I. Attributes in the early stage 
Table 5. Early-stage attributes.74 
RELATIVE 
ADVANTAGE 
How and to what degree is the innovation advantageous over existing products, and 
how significant really is the consumer need the product fulfils? The more significant 
the need is, and the more effectively you are able to meet it compared to others, the 
higher is your relative advantage. 
TRIALABILITY 
Customers will easily try out a product if they have nothing to lose. Allowing your 
customers to try the product out for free and without commitments will attract them 
to evaluate the product for themselves. 
COMPLEXITY 
While enthusiastic early adopters may be fascinated by products’ complexity, most 
consumers see complexity – real or perceived – as bothersome and financially risky. 
Barriers to trial are lowered when understanding and using the product is effortless. 
Provide readily available support and information. 
OBSERVABLITY 
As the consumer majority tend to be imitators, it is no surprise that observing the 
product in the use of others is one of the most persuasive ways to induce trial. It’s 
why it’s so very important to build rapport with your potential advocates. Paying for 
viral promotion is a uncalled for. If a trustworthy opinion leader says positive things 
about the product, others will have more faith in it too. Observability is more 
effective if the company or product name is often highlighted. 
COMPATIBILITY 
Disruptive innovations are not readily accepted, but barriers can be lowered by 
adapting whatever possible to existing conventions. The cost of change, like having to 
purchase secondary equipment, should be minimal. The digital product must be 
accessible through widespread and standardized technologies and systems. Optimally, 
the innovation doesn’t require several behavioural changes, or challenge fundamental 
social systems, and can be intuitively accepted. 
RISK 
What financial, physical, social, or other risks does the product pose from the 
customers’ point of view? Perceived cost vs. perceived value, unpractical functionality, 
or jeopardizing social conformity may be sources of risk. Strive to eliminate or 
minimize the risks. Offer money-back guarantees and price promotions for first-time 
buyers. 
NETWORK 
EFFECTS 
If the product’s value is heavily based on social features and communal pervasiveness, 
you must figure out how to create the valuable network effect when you are just 
starting out. A network effect can be created within a small niche community before 
the masses catch on to provide the intended social value for early-phase users. Even 
when the innovation doesn’t rely on the network effect, encouraging and enabling 
social networking can increase its value and attractiveness. 
 
Part II. Attributes in the later stages 
 
Certain attributes become increasingly important when closing in on mass diffusion – and make up the 
stickiness factor (Figure 14). Excellence, aesthetic appeal, uniqueness, and positive associations are 
perceived as beneficial and valuable by consumers within all product genres. Emotional engagement 
weighs in heavier than rational reasons when forming an attachment to products and brands, which is 
also why those with personified “characters” or “personalities” manage to tug at the heartstrings of 
consumers. As for what makes a product excellent and engaging is up to the customer; and its where you 
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turn to your customers for insight and feedback. A good rule of thumb is to deliver expressive value 
through visible signs of user values; functional value by catering to practical needs; and nostalgic value by 
creating sentimental connections. Price or cost is another attribute perceived in the light of the value 
provided, and it should be just right.76 
 
Figure 14. Later-stage attributes.76 
There are two digitally-enabled attributes with major benefits: mass customization, allowing end-user 
tweaking of preferences; and personalisation based on automated data collection and usage. The 
implementation of such features is not costly and their degree can be easily amped up later. Although it 
may seem like an obvious addition to customer-oriented entrepreneurs, it the ease of mass customization 
and the resulting increase in customer satisfaction, relative to effort and resources required, are notable 
enough to be reminded of.76 
Pricing 
Pricing is the aspect of your marketing strategy you have to be prepared to adjust over and over again. At 
any time, your right price is based on the valuation of the customer. Since your target customer profiles 
change from phase to phase, you must look inside their minds and adjust the pricing accordingly. 
Balancing your wish to profit with digital consumers not only wanting, but expecting, free things calls 
for realism, understanding, and flexibility on your part. You must look at the market environment and 
target segment and conduct continuous experiments to discover your optimal pricing.77 Luckily, it’s is 
relatively easy to fix and tweak. However, taking the following considerations into account from the 
beginning may minimize the need to do so. 
The most common strategies for digital innovation are opposites: one is skimming, which reaps high 
profits from high prices, and the other is penetration, which aims to gain market share with free pricing. 
Considering the two strategies key points, the product’s expected life cycle, and your objectives, you can 
discover the better strategic direction for you. 78 (Figure 15.) 
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Figure 15. Skimming strategy vs. penetration strategy.78 
When talking digital, neither the penetration or the skimming strategy is likely sufficient as such. The 
tricky part is shifting from exclusive, early adopter pricing to that which appeals to the masses. You don’t 
want to make a sudden drop while early adopters are still paying for exclusivity, and you certainly don’t 
want to lose the approaching majority’s interest due to overpricing – introducing charges to what used to 
be free does not make customers happy. You should thus choose from one or more revenue models 
(Figure 16) that aim to secure both trialability and eventual profit.79 
 
Figure 16. Digital revenue models.79 
In order to pass the tipping point, you need to induce high levels of trial, so it’s better to provide a free 
rather than an affordable option – except when your product is based on inimitable, high-value expertise 
on your part.79 By the time you’ve passed the tipping point, you need to know the preferences of your 
major customer segments and the typical habitual use of your innovation, to determine the best revenue 
model. (Figure 17.) 
 
Figure 17. Pricing for the innovation diffusion process. 
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Platfrom 
Digital products allow you to skip most middlemen and have considerably more control over the 
complete customer experience.80 However, greater control means greater responsibility: it’s on you to 
optimize the direct delivery to customers, and its issues reflect directly back on you. Digital channel 
strategy therefore requires more attention to detail than it first may seem, and can affect the success of 
your other efforts greatly. Again, adopting the customer perspective is of great help. 
Talk of channels evokes thoughts of the kind of unilateralism that’s obsolete on the web, so let’s shift our 
focus on what better exemplify most digital outlets, platforms (Figure 18). Platform logic is worthy of 
marketing-specific attention: after all, all digital platforms are sub-platforms of the internet itself. 
Recognizing the roles you and your customers take within platforms and who fill the other roles directs 
strategic choices. If your product is, say, a mobile application, then you’re a producer on the operating 
system’s platform, but your application may also be a platform of its own.81 
Platforms differ from channels in that they are subject to interactivity and thus, the network effect. The 
efficiency and value of the platform increase as the number of actors increases. They are ecosystems where 
value is created for all actors; meaning that the platform’s performance is your strategic interest and asset, 
whether you own the platform or are a producer. The success of platforms follows the same logic as 
innovation marketing: the first focus is on a single interaction that creates high value for a defined user 
network, and only after that can expansion to larger markets and adjacent interactions take place.81 
The actors behind the platform are the owners, who possess its immaterial rights and governance, and 
the providers, who provide the interface. Then there are the producers, who create offerings, and of course 
the consumers. The two sometimes converge, particularly on platforms those based on the sharing 
economy and content creation. The actors are combining their assets and resources, which makes the 
platform appealing. It’s the structure of the platform model that makes the distinction between 
competitors and collaborators blurred, and it’s therefore important your market forces analysis and 
channel strategy borrow from each other. When choosing or building platforms, there are three attributes 
to pay specific attention to: connectivity, gravity and flow. Depending on purpose and objectives, their 
emphasis can vary, but each should be present to a high degree.82 
 
Figure 18. Digital platform logic.82 
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You want to make sure that the owner of the platform manages the openness of the platform to an optimal 
level: for true efficacy and high value creation to take place, noise in the form of excess and low-quality 
content and misbehaviour must be eliminated. The degree of openness is managed with access control, 
rules, and architecture. For example, a distribution service that screens the quality of content and products 
creates higher value for consumers through reduced effort and risk, which attracts more consumers, which 
in turn brings the producers, and owners, and ultimately providers, more value.83 
Entering various marketplaces and arenas is easy and cheap, which can make pursuing omnipresence 
tempting, but such a strategy can quickly become a mess to track and manage. What you should do 
instead is to critically select a combination that has the highest target consumer usage rate as well as the 
most appropriate commercial rewards for your objectives. A clear prioritization system is needed to direct 
investments and support most effectively (Figure 19).84  
 
Figure 19. Platform priorization.84 
 
Promotion 
To design a comprehensive communication strategy, look to the individual adoption process for a 
guideline. In each stage, the consumer has needs that must be fulfilled so that they will move on to the 
next. By providing what they need, you can greatly speed up the adoption process. You need to create 
awareness; contribute material the consumer looks for when interested; encourage them to evaluate the 
product and brand; create the optimal situation for them to make the purchase; and finally follow through 
and upkeep the relationship and loyalty (Figure 20). As you will always have different consumers in 
different stages, it’s important to provide suitable messages via suitable channels for each stage at all times, 
even if your main focus may vary from time to time.85 
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Figure 20. Communications strategy over the individual adoption process.86 
Maintaining an optimal online presence has an immense impact on consumer perceptions, meaning your 
content has to be just right and in the right amount. The best thing you can do is to be there and to show 
genuine interest and initiative to conversing with customers in a consistent fashion. You must strive to 
make the content and conversation meaningful. And meaningful doesn’t necessarily mean informative 
and businesslike. In fact, going out of the box may be exactly what you want to do in order to avoid dull 
and impersonal content. In the ideal situation, when your customers engage in your content and 
conversations, they get something of value out of it – be it entertainment, relevant information, emotional 
connection, or any of the other sources of value.87 
Remember, that 1) you’re telling a story, one that is constantly progressing; 2) the story is about your 
customers more than the company or product; and 3) you’re creating and telling the story together with 
the customers (Figure 21). Keep yourself and the customer engaged in the story and its potential, and 
you can create messages that reinforce your identity and vision and invite the customer to discuss theirs.88 
By involving global consumers early on, the story will be built on globally shared meanings, making it 
easier to appeal to consumers globally later on as well. 
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Figure 21. The brand story.89 
There are two dimensions to the conversation around the product: one directed and driven by you, the 
company; and one taking place among consumers, involving both explicit and implicit exchange of 
information. When the latter catches on, it becomes the extremely important viral buzz. As you know, 
the majority and mass markets are imitators, who want to observe the product displayed and evaluated 
by opinion leaders, and no one else can persuade them quite the same. Due to the individual’s inability 
to efficiently seek out and evaluate the massive amounts of information available, the wisdom of the 
crowd has become highly valued. But to induce the viral buzz and reap the cost-effective benefits of the 
enthusiasm over positive changes the innovation brings, you need to take an active approach: you create 
the buzz network, the buzz network creates the buzz (Figure 22). 90 
The viral strategy is driven by globality. As interesting and exciting information and ideas spread fast 
across networks, people around the world become audiences before you even know it.91 It’s a double 
edged-sword: a reaction or opinion expressed anywhere may spread like wildfire and influence perceptions 
everywhere. While it has its risks, viral marketing is at the heart of innovation marketing, for it creates 
widespread awareness and publicity. 
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Figure 22. Viral marketing logic.90 
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